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Abstract
Telecommunications policy has come a long way from regulation of vertically integrated monopolies to the current state of competition. As competition becomes selfsustainable, will telecommunications policy in the form of industry-specific regulation
go away or, if not, what form will it take? The economics literature suggests that the
regulatory efficiency frontier is shifted by new technological and market developments, such as convergence of networks, fixed-mobile substitution (and integration)
and next generation access networks. The frontier is also affected by the existing
capital stock and other physical and institutional characteristics of a country. The insights from a review of the theoretical and empirical literature are applied to five
policy areas. They are: (1) termination monopoly; (2) local bottleneck access; (3) net
neutrality; (4) spectrum management; and (5) universal service. While in some of
them, deregulation and a move to competition policy will soon be the efficient state
of the art, regulation will remain efficient in others for some time. Deregulation will
likely become efficient for one-way access and universal service, with the exception
of some universal service policies in remote areas and for the poor. Termination will
move to bill and keep with a duty to interconnect. In addition, some (more symmetric) regulation should persist for net neutrality in the form of transparency requirements, (quasi-) common carrier obligations and minimum quality standards. Also,
spectrum management, while moving towards full-blown ownership rights, will continue to see regulators providing zoning and other services, particularly for unlicensed
spectrum. All these assessments are premised on the success of making additional
spectrum as the key resource available. They are also premised on the absence of a
killer technology like P2P FTTH that potentially dominates all other technologies.
What determines the endgame in telecommunications regulation? Although technical
and market developments will dominantly shape the regulatory efficiency frontier, institutional and political economy factors have an additional and mostly slowing effect
on policy changes. (JEL: L43; L86; L96; L98. Keywords: deregulation; mobile termination; essential facility; net neutrality; spectrum management; universal service)
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1. Forces driving telecommunications policy
Telecommunications policy has come a long way from regulation and state ownership of vertically integrated monopolies to the current state of competition. However,
in spite of predictions to the contrary, interventionist policies continue in the sector.
As competition becomes self-sustainable, will telecommunications policy in the form
of industry-specific regulation go away or if not, what form will it take? The current
paper tries to answer this question in light of the telecommunication economics literature. In particular, the regulatory efficiency frontier is shifted by new technological
and associated market developments but is also affected by the existing capital stock,
other physical characteristics and the institutional endowment of a country. The policy
developments follow three stages, roughly by past, present and future, where Stage 1
represents settled policies that are currently applied, while the transition Stage 2 represents policies dealing with changes associated with reaching the future Stage 3,
which we associate with full IP convergence and ultra-fast broadband access of fixed
and mobile broadband networks.
The economic rationales for telecommunications regulation have traditionally been
economies of scale and scope on the cost side and network effects on the demand
side.1 Economies of scale and scope (along with sunk costs) are primarily responsible
for market power-related policies (asymmetric regulation), while network effects are
primarily responsible for policies emphasizing interconnection (symmetric regulation)
and universal service. Meanwhile, secondary responsibilities include market power
issues arising from network effects. The presence of economies of scale and scope in
the telecommunications sector has for a long time been used as a justification for
vertically integrated (natural) monopoly positions that needed regulation to protect
consumers from their market power. This regulation was in many countries associated
with cross-subsidized regulated price structures that were viewed as favoring universal service by subsidizing access by usage.
Over several decades, starting in the U.S. in the 1950s, changes in technology,
consumer demands and market behavior led to pressures from new market entrants
for opening up the telecommunications monopoly markets to competition. This changed the policy emphasis from protection of end-users against the market power of the
incumbent monopolist to the enabling of competition between incumbents and entrants. Such policies were viewed as necessary because the incumbents maintained
market power through the possession of assets with remaining natural monopoly
properties called “essential facilities” or “bottlenecks”. These policies include the reg–––––––––––––
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In addition, for spectrum policy externalities from imperfect property rights play a paramount role.
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ulation of bottleneck access and vertical separation of bottleneck activities from nonbottleneck activities of the incumbents. In this environment, cross subsidization was
no longer feasible, because it invited cream-skimming entry that would undermine
the basis for cross subsidization. Thus, universal service policies also had to be changed, by emphasizing interconnection between all network providers and by potentially involving explicit subsidies for access of disadvantaged population groups, such
as the poor and those living in rural areas.
The geographic focus of this paper is on the U.S. and the European Union (EU),
although experience and issues of other countries will be added if that helps the arguments. The main distinguishing features of the U.S. regulation are (a) distinct regulatory
authority at the federal and state levels, (b) the possibility for federal preemption of state
regulation, (c) a broad regulatory mandate for the federal regulator, and (d) strong implementable rules for the legality of the regulatory process (VOGELSANG 2006).
The U.S. regulatory system is quite unsystematic when it comes to the coordination of problem areas with different regulatory histories. This becomes particularly
clear, when one compares the EU Telecommunications Directives with the U.S. telecommunications policies. The EU Telecommunications Directives set clear and common standards for the prerequisites of regulation for all parts of the telecommunications sector. They are based on the definition of relevant markets and the persistence
of market dominance. The definition of markets and the analysis of market dominance are left to national regulatory agencies (NRAs), who also determine the remedy
should regulation be required. The European Commission (EC) currently regulates
mobile roaming and heavily influences NRA decisions on market definitions, market
analysis and on resolutions against the adverse consequences of market dominance.2
The EC, however, does not otherwise act as the direct regulator. The EU model is
therefore based much more on delegation than on separation. Although the resulting
outcomes are often quite similar, the U.S. gets there through a very different process.
As MARCUS (2002) has pointed out, the European approach is logical and elegant,
while the U.S. approach is legalistic and messy.3 An example of problems arising
under the U.S. approach is its potential inability to deal with the demise of the public
switched telephone network (PSTN), because it becomes IP-based and could therefore
become an unregulated information service (WERBACH 2013).
–––––––––––––
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Roaming is a nagging issue in EC policy but not on the same level of importance as the
“big five” issues discussed below in this paper. International roaming is regulated at the EC
level because individual NRAs cannot do it. In contrast, the U.S. have four national mobile
networks that require very little roaming within the country. The remaining roaming issues
outside national and EU jurisdictions may require coordination at the ITU level. In spite of
cross-border consolidation of carriers we have only identified spectrum management as a
second potentially important transnational regulatory policy issue.
This may be due to the ability of the EU to start from scratch or by the different legal
traditions or by the EU’s focus on opening services to competition. For a comprehensive
legal treatment of US telecommunications policies see NUECHTERLIN and WEISER (2013).
Their lucid analysis was only available to me after finishing this manuscript.
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Both in the U.S. and in EU, the competition-enabling regulatory policies were initially viewed as temporary and as leading fairly quickly to deregulation. This interim
stage, however, continues to this day. Nevertheless, three current developments appear to define an end game for the regulation of the sector. These are (1) IP convergence, (2) new fiber access networks (next generation access = NGA), and (3) broadband mobile networks combined with fixed-mobile substitution (FMS) and fixedmobile integration (FMI).4
Ad (1): Due to IP conversion and broadband access, networks originally specializing on the delivery of specific applications become multi-play networks, each providing similar sets of applications. As a result, former telephone networks, former data
networks and former cable TV networks can now provide similar services and therefore compete with each other (on a differentiated product basis). While there could in
principle evolve a single natural monopoly network, the presence of sunk costs and the
associated path dependence have in a number of countries led to network duplication
and therefore to true facilities-based competition (without the help of wholesale access
regulation). Furthermore, the converging media come from different regulatory traditions with different regulators and different regulatory philosophies. There has been a
monopoly and universal service focus for telephone regulation, a content-oriented and
free speech focus for communications regulation and a free market and net neutrality
focus for the Internet. Will these regulatory traditions converge as well?
Ad (2): New NGA networks require very large, mostly sunk investments and are
associated with strong economies of scale so that they again could favor natural
monopolies (at least outside densely populated areas). However, NGA access networks offer substitutable services to those offered by other networks, such as cable
TV or 4G, so that the natural monopoly properties may not be particularly strong but
the investment may be particularly risky.5
Ad (3): FMS means that fixed as well as mobile networks, by becoming substitutes will compete with each other, leading to additional facilities-based competition
(for a survey on FMS see VOGELSANG 2010). Mobile networks tend to be more competitive than fixed networks because they do not require an expensive (and sunk)
access network connecting each user’s location with the network. Also, spectrum policy can be used to increase overall network capacity and the number of competitors.
FMS has been going on for quite a while. What is new is that it extends to broadband
services and will ultimately directly include services similar to NGA. Even then,
mobile services will only be partial substitutes for fixed network services, limiting the
competitive effects upon each other. Mobile competition is somewhat reduced by the
simultaneous FMI, which is associated with quadruple play and favors network
operators active in both fixed and mobile networks so that the scale economies of the

–––––––––––––
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For other explanations of telecommunications sector reforms see VOGELSANG (2006),
To the extent that the NGA fully replaces, for example, a copper access network one of the
potential substitutes vanishes.
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fixed network could reduce the number of viable non-integrated mobile competitors
(HOERNIG, BOURREAU and CAMBINI 2013).
These three developments define an end stage, where several mobile and fixed networks can compete with each other, and that stage defines a different set of appropriate policies from those deemed efficient now. In particular, these three developments
may suggest the potential for deregulation of bottleneck access. At the same time, the
high level of mobile penetration (without specific universal service policies in many
countries) and the ubiquity of access to interconnected telecommunications networks
might suggest that universal service policies can at some point be abandoned. However, while technological changes and market forces drive regulatory developments,
regulation changes more slowly and therefore deregulation may need some stimulus
(TARDIFF 2007).6
The current regulatory policies represent an interim stage leading to this “end”
stage. We will thus characterize three stages of policies, an initial Stage 1, an interim
Stage 2 and an end Stage 3. Obviously, technologies and markets will develop further
in the distant future so that the currently envisaged end stage is not final. However, it
may well be final for the types of currently applied regulatory policies.

2. Developments in specific telecommunications policy areas
Currently, at Stage 2 in the above characterization, there remain five main policy
areas that are economic (as opposed to technical policies [e. g., standardization] and
legal [e. g., security and privacy]) in nature. They are (1) the termination monopoly, (2)
local bottleneck access, (3) net neutrality, (4) spectrum management and (5) universal
service. Each of the following sections will first characterize one of these policy areas
and then delineate its emerging regulatory efficiency frontier, based on a balanced
reading of the literature, including economic contributions to the frontier. Wherever
possible, the empirical literature will back up theoretical propositions.7 The concluding
sections will link the separate policies and develop a summary outlook.
2.1 Termination monopoly
2.1.1 The problem and its current handling
2.1.1.1 The termination monopoly problem
Interconnection between networks (also called two-way access) is a natural starting
point for the analysis of telecommunications policy, because it forms the basis for
–––––––––––––
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In this respect scholars associated with the Chicago school have always been ahead of the
curve by suggesting deregulation all along. For a more recent example from this school for
telecommunications regulation see SPULBER and YOO (2009). However, it is only now that
they convince mainstream economists in the regulatory field. Their time may have come.
Ideally, that would lead to “results-based” regulation (MAYO 2013).
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network competition and for capturing network effects. The essential feature of interconnection is that competing networks terminate calls for each other, enabling communication across networks.
To non-specialists, the termination monopoly is a strange phenomenon that arises
from the property of telephone calls to occur between specific people so that the calling person wants to talk to the receiving person who happens to be on a specific network. Thus, given that the receiving party has subscribed to this network, the calling
party has no choice but to call the same network if she wants to reach the receiving
party. Since the receiving network actually has to terminate the call, it can charge the
calling network a monopoly price for doing so. Call termination between networks is
therefore regulated quite generally. In particular, for mobile termination this regulation has substantially reduced termination charges over time.
In the EU, termination was first regulated only for the fixed network incumbents
under the assumption that the monopoly power was simply part of the incumbency
monopoly. Later, it was discovered that the termination monopoly just as well arises
for terminating networks without market power on the end-user side and has received
the name “competitive bottleneck” (ARMSTRONG 2002).8 Such bottlenecks showed up
in very high mobile termination charges negotiated between mobile carriers in the
1990s and early 2000s, before regulation set in. During this time, mobile termination
charges in the EU were often asymmetric, with higher charges paid to the smaller
networks. Based on mobile termination rates from 48 European mobile operators
from 2001 to 2003, DEWENTER and HAUCAP (2005) show that with consumer ignorance about the exact termination charges (a) a mobile network’s termination charge is
the higher the smaller the network’s size (as measured through its subscriber base)
and (b) asymmetric regulation of only the larger operators in a market will, ceteris
paribus, induce the smaller operators to increase their termination charges.
2.1.1.2 The LRAIC approach
Regulated mobile termination charges in the EU have moved on a decade-long
glide path from unregulated charges to a level of long-run average incremental costs
(LRAIC).9 While LRAIC are a good proxy for the average costs of an efficient firm
(entrant or incumbent), they are most of the time substantially above the marginal
costs relevant for price setting in competitive situations.10 It is therefore not surprising
that the EU moved on from LRAIC to “pure” LRIC, which meant that common costs

–––––––––––––
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Note that this applies both to calls between mobile networks and those from fixed to mobile
networks.
Measuring the costs of wholesale services in a telecommunications network can be very
tricky as, for example, demonstrated by SPULBER and YOO (2009) in their application of
graph theory. In this paper we are not concerned with these measurement issues, though.
For a critique of LRAIC as the basis for regulated prices see BRIGLAUER and VOGELSANG
(2011). While LRAIC may characterize costs of an expanding network quite well, this no
longer holds for contracting networks and in potential price-squeeze situations.
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with other services, such as transit and call origination, were excluded. This was a
controversial step that led to a substantial price reduction.
An LRAIC costing approach was also for some time used in the U.S. for fixed
network termination (FCC 1996). However, this led to the so-called “ISP reciprocal
compensation problem” in the late 1990s. Small entrant networks attracted narrowband Internet service providers (ISPs) as customers with a huge number of incoming
and very few outgoing calls. They therefore generated large net financial surpluses
from reciprocal LRAIC-based termination charges with large incumbents, demonstrating that LRAIC was way above the decision-relevant costs of termination. This issue
changed the attitude of U.S. incumbents towards low termination rates and made
them accept inter-state (FCC jurisdiction) termination charges at fractions of a cent
per minute, way below LRAIC.
2.1.1.3 The Bill & Keep approach
Due to the receiving party pays principle (RPP) practiced in the U.S. for mobile
networks mobile termination problems did not emerge because the receiving party
can choose if it wants to subscribe to a network with high or low reception fees. On
the contrary, at the beginning fixed networks charged mobile carriers for receiving
fixed-to-mobile (FTM) calls. The FCC then installed the current mobile termination,
which is largely based on bill and keep (B&K).
Under B&K no termination charges are paid between networks. B&K is based on
the idea of reciprocity. Network A terminates calls for Network B but Network B also
terminates calls to Network A. Thus, termination payments would only be due in case
of asymmetries in the calling patterns. The symmetry property is critical under voluntary agreements between Internet backbone networks, where some networks use socalled “peering agreements” meaning that they have an agreement to interconnect and
the payment is essentially in kind (= B&K). The second type of Internet backbone
interconnection consists of fee-for-transit arrangements that are largely capacity-based
and bit-based in their pricing. B&K as a general policy for all telephone networks
will, in the future, be implemented in the U.S., but remains rare elsewhere. One reason for this difference could be that most other countries have calling party pays
(CPP) instead of RPP arrangements for mobile calls (LITTLECHILD 2006).
2.1.1.4 Capacity-based Charging
Termination charges are generally billed per-minute of calling. A small number of
countries, however, have been using an approach of capacity-based charging (CBC).
CBC relates to interconnect services, for which the maximal capacity utilization is
booked in advance and paid in monthly or one-time fees, not triggering any further
charges for usage within the specified capacity limit. CBC generally follows efficiency
criteria more closely than per-minute charges (KENNET and RALPH 2007). What distinguishes CBC from per-minute charges is the tracking of network costs and the possibility for risk sharing between the dominant network operator and the other competitors.
While CBC was originally debated in connection with flat end-user rates, it has
potentially more general significance for enabling new competitors to offer end-user
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rates that better reflect network costs. The UK was the initial leader in CBC. In the
early 2000s, the competitors of BT (the dominant network provider) could buy a
capacity-based call origination service called FRIACO that connected to specified
numbers of Internet service providers. The FRIACO tariff showed how CBC can be
introduced comparatively quickly and without major complications if focused on the
particular purpose of enabling end-user flat rates (VOGELSANG and WÖHRL 2002).
Introducing CBC on a broad scale, however, may require careful cost measurement
and extensive planning. Only a few countries, like Spain and Portugal, have successfully introduced voice interconnection fees on a CBC basis. In these countries, capacity-based usage charging is an optional alternative to per-minute pricing.
2.1.1.5 Conclusions on Stage 1 termination regulation
The dominant Stage 1 termination regulation applies LRAIC-based charges for
CPP regimes and B&K for RPP regimes. There are some countries with CBC as an
option besides per-minute charges.
2.1.2 Theoretical and empirical literature about policies
While the existence of termination monopolies is widely acknowledged in the literature (surveyed by VOGELSANG 2003, LITTLECHILD 2006 and HARBORD and
PAGNOZZI 2010), its effects and the remedies have been quite contentious.
2.1.2.1 What is the efficient price level?
In the past, the starting point for efficiently regulated pricing has generally been
the Ramsey pricing approach. The termination monopoly, however, is embedded in a
very complicated Ramsey problem with no simple solution. First, it concerns an input
(a wholesale product) rather than an output, and it is a reciprocal pricing problem
between firms. This input is complementary to other products. It is well-known that
complementarity can lead to negative markups in a Ramsey setting. Second, there are
potential externalities (network and call externalities), which can lead to positive or
negative markups. Third, the firms are often constrained by imperfect upstream and
downstream competition rather than by a standard Ramsey budget constraint. No paper in the literature seems to have treated all these issues. However, there are papers
treating some of them, coming to the main conclusion that the welfare-optimal termination charge is likely to lie between below zero if downstream competition is imperfect and/or if the call externality is sufficiently strong and above LRAIC if there is a
network externality but no call externality (e. g., in VALLETTI and HOUPIS 2005).
The first formal literature on profit-maximizing and welfare-maximizing termination charges (surveyed in VOGELSANG 2003) was concerned with fixed-to-fixed
(FTF) terminations in a developed country context. It therefore assumed reciprocal
termination charges and a given full level of subscriber penetration, deriving a collusion result for reciprocal termination charges if networks use linear end-user tariffs
and an indifference result between various reciprocal termination charges if networks
use two-part end-user tariffs (LAFFONT, REY and TIROLE [LRT] 1998a and b,
ARMSTRONG 1998). Thus, no clear relationship between profit-maximizing and wel-
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fare-maximizing termination charges emerges.11 However, under two-part end-user
tariffs with on-net/off-net price discrimination profit-maximizing charges will be set
lower than efficient levels so as to relax retail competition between mobile networks
(GANS and KING 2001). This is puzzling since in reality, regulators are pushing termination rates down while being opposed to do so by network operators. This puzzle
can be resolved in favor of profit-maximizing prices above cost with the assumption
that consumers’ expectations about the number of customers on each network are
“passive but required to be fulfilled in equilibrium (as defined by KATZ and SHAPIRO
1985), instead of being responsive to non-equilibrium prices, as assumed until now”
(HURKINS and LOPÉZ 2013; see also HOERNIG, INDERST and VALLETTI 2013).12
In principle, the GANS and KING (2001) result should extend to FTM calls. However, ARMSTRONG and WRIGHT (2009) note that mobile networks treat FTM differently from mobile-to-mobile (MTM) calls. For FTM calls the predicted market failure
involves the termination charge being set at the monopoly level, while for MTM the
predicted unregulated termination charge lies below the efficient level. However,
wholesale arbitrage implies that a mobile network cannot sustain a FTM termination
charge significantly above its MTM termination charge. Taking this supply-side substitution into account, ARMSTRONG and WRIGHT (2009) find that mobile networks
choose their uniform termination charge to be below the monopoly level (at least
when market expansion is not a major factor) but above the low level that they would
set if MTM termination could be priced separately. This reduces the rationale for
regulation relative to the earlier literature. In a similar deregulatory vein, CAMBINI
and VALLETTI (2008) show that private negotiations over reciprocal access charges
can induce first-best retail prices, when calls between parties trigger each other (information exchange).
Regarding the efficient termination charge, a group led by WRIGHT (2002a,
2002b) but vehemently opposed by DEGRABA (2002, 2003), argued that mobile termination charges should be above costs, because competition for end-users would
induce mobile carriers to compete for customers (who would receive calls) and there-

–––––––––––––
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The benchmark Ramsey-pricing solution in LRT has the access charge below marginal
costs, because, due to imperfect retail competition, firms have positive markups in the retail
market. This result is unambiguous because of assumed constant returns to scale. Under
economies of scale, Ramsey access charges could be below or above marginal costs, depending on the degree of scale economies and the size of the retail markup. JULLIEN, REY
and SAND-ZANTMAN (2012) reconsider the question of the optimal level of termination fees
between communication networks in the context of heterogeneous usage and elastic participation. As a result of the interaction between these two features the proﬁt maximizing reciprocal termination fee is above marginal cost, while the welfare maximizing termination fee
is also above cost, but below the former.
JEON and HURKINS (2008) argue that the interests of network providers and regulators can
be aligned by linking the termination charge mark-up paid to the rival firm to the average
retail price mark-up of the firm making the call.
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by increase mobile penetration. Two major assumptions were driving this argument.
First, above cost mobile termination charges would actually trigger an additional increase in mobile penetration.13 Second, an increase in mobile penetration was viewed
as being desirable (beyond what would have happened under cost-based mobile termination charges). Following this network externality approach, Oftel in the early
2000s added an externality surcharge to regulated mobile termination charges in the
UK. Wright’s approach certainly was understandable at the time. However, since then
mobile penetration has increased to exceed fixed penetration worldwide. So, this argument in favor of network externalities has faded away.
The position of researchers finding efficient termination charge levels above costs
is fundamentally challenged by the observation that the utility of both the calling and
receiving party is positively affected by a successful call (HARBORD and PAGNOZZI
2010). In particular, DEGRABA (2000, 2002, 2003) argues that when both caller and
receiver benefit from a call they should share its costs in proportion to the benefits
that they receive. According to DeGraba, B&K can approximate this sharing rule,
because the caller (implicitly or explicitly) pays its carrier for origination and switching. Thus, the call externality would be endogenized by B&K.14 Besides on the value
of incoming calls, the approach to B&K by DEGRABA (2000, 2002) is based on the
ability of a network to charge its subscribers for this value either through line rentals
or through usage charges for termination or even for origination (RPP). DeGraba’s
proposal for a widely applicable interconnection regime is COBAK (central office bill
and keep), meaning that B&K rules only between the user and the trunk side of the
first central office independent of the type of traffic. COBAK is therefore not a pure
B&K proposal. However, according to DeGraba the COBAK rule would force networks under most realistic user preferences and network constellations to settle for a
pure B&K regime. While B&K has been advocated before, DeGraba’s position has
put it on a sound theoretical footing. The discussion on B&K has brought out the
following additional aspects (HARBORD and PAGNOZZI, 2010):
1.
2.

B&K is almost always closer to marginal costs than LRAIC.
High termination charges induce on-net/off-net price differences that create barriers to entry and hinder growth of smaller networks, with larger price differences for larger than for smaller networks (DEGRABA 2003 and HOERNIG
2007). Modeling network competition with two-part tariffs and terminationbased price discrimination in the presence of call externalities BERGER (2005)
shows that both the collusive and the welfare-maximizing access charges fall

–––––––––––––
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In contrast, HOERNIG (2012) shows that with more than two networks consumer surplus
may be decreasing with higher termination charges. HARBORD and HOERNIG (2012) also
find this in a calibration of the UK mobile market. That is, higher MTRs would actually
reduce penetration.
In contrast, HERMALIN and KATZ (2009) show that the internalizing role for the termination
charge can imply a nonzero charge to be efficient even in highly symmetrical situations, and
that the efficient termination charge may be positive or negative.
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below marginal cost. Moreover, B&K arrangements are welfare improving compared with cost-based access pricing.15
B&K largely eliminates transaction costs from pricing. However, there may be
transaction costs from other aspects of interconnection. In particular, a move
from positive termination charges to B&K could trigger carriers to switch from
CPP to RPP for its final users. The literature on RPP is characterized by some
strange findings. In particular, JEON et al. (2003) show that RPP could result in a
connectivity breakdown. This, however, no longer holds if there are more than
two networks (HOERNIG 2012). Introduction of B&K does not require a switch
from CPP to RPP if traffic is sufficiently balanced and incoming and outgoing
calls are highly correlated. More likely, monthly charges will increase and call
charges will decrease (buckets and flat rates). Regulators resist RPP, because
they fear that consumers have an aversion to it. This should not be an issue if
regulators allow but not prescribe RPP. In that case, competitors will only be
successful with RPP if consumers accept that payment system. Using data on
political and institutional factors to instrument endogenous regulatory decisions,
DEWENTER and KRUSE (2011) conclude that there is no significant impact of
either RPP or CPP on penetration rates. Thus, regulators need not fear the consequences of a switch to RPP as a result of introducing B&K.
B&K could cause a reduction in network investment, because network operators
might free ride on others by handing over calls to the other network early (“hot
potato” problem). However, CAMBINI and VALLETTI (2004) and VALLETTI and
CAMBINI (2005) show that B&K can actually provide additional investment incentives, because a termination charge below costs increases competition to attract subscribers. Also, the DeGraba version of B&K (COBAK) presupposes
sizeable investments by all participants.
Any issue of asymmetric costs between fixed and mobile networks is now much
less relevant than in the past, because the cost of mobile termination has declined substantially and has moved closer to that of fixed network termination.
Also, an ever-increasing share of traffic in modern networks is not subject to
termination charges.
To the extent that B&K is associated with low or zero calling prices, it could
induce spam. RAO and REILEY (2012) recommend technological anti-spam techniques and legal interventions rather than externality taxes, because they fear
side effects. Using termination charges would be such a Pigou tax.

Summing up, B&K can be a very practical and efficient regime if (a) network externalities are small relative to call externalities and (b) the network investment problem can be solved via the design of the B&K regime, such as the COBAK approach.
–––––––––––––

15

BERGER (2004) further finds that even under linear pricing, access charges below marginal
cost may be used as a collusion device, while off-net calls are priced above on-net calls in
equilibrium. Again, B&K may be welfare improving compared with cost based access pricing.
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2.1.2.2 The waterbed effect
The more competitive the end-user markets are, the more comes the so-called “waterbed effect” into play (for a literature review, see SCHIFF 2008). It means that, because of the effect of free-entry competition, any regulatory reduction in termination
charges will lead to an increase in some other charges by the regulated firms. Thus,
while the structure of prices is changed by the regulation, the price level may not be
(or will be less so). Without entry or exit of firms, the change in one price only
affects other prices if there are cost or demand interrelations (e. g., two-sided markets). With entry and exit, there is an additional effect from fixed costs that have to
be covered in equilibrium. GENAKOS and VALLETTI (2011a, 2011b) show empirically
that a waterbed effect exists for mobile termination but that it is imperfect and works
mostly for postpaid subscribers rather than prepaid customers. This means that an
unregulated termination monopoly may lead to distorted prices but not necessarily to
consumer exploitation. A partial waterbed effect is also indicated by GROWITSCH,
MARCUS and WERNICK (2011), who nevertheless find that lower mobile termination
rates (MTRs) tend to result in a lower average retail unit price. Their results suggest
that lower MTRs (presumably operating through the mechanism of lower usage
prices) tend to result in greater consumption of mobile services in terms of minutes
of use per month per subscription.
Mobile users have in the past benefited from high FTM termination charges. While
it is unclear if the waterbed effect from strong charge reductions in mobile termination leads to a slow-down in the expansion of mobile penetration, the associated increase in usage should be welfare improving, if penetration is already high, because
at that point, the call externality has grown in importance relative to network externality. Since the empirical literature indicates only a partial waterbed effect, regulatory
reductions in termination charges reduce profit margins of existing networks, something that could interfere with network investments, which would be required by the
associated increase in network usage. This would hold particularly for mobile networks.
2.1.2.3 Capacity-based vs. minutes-based charging
According to KENNET and RALPH (2007), CBC is closer to the structure of costs
of a telecommunications network than minutes of use. The costs do not primarily
depend on the additional call minutes, but the main cost blocks are units of transmission and switching capacity, which are usually fixed costs. So under CBC, the NRA
could impose the regulated firm’s cost structure on the interconnection partners and
thus reduce the asymmetries. In addition, CBC may be favored in the advent of all-IP
“Next Generation Networks” (NGN), where minutes of use are no longer an appropriate measure of network utilization.
Critics argue that CBC could disadvantage small operators with low volumes,
since they pay for the whole capacity without filling it up. This anticompetitive effect
could depend on alternative operators’ flexibility in ordering capacity. They would be
systematically disadvantaged only if there is some lumpiness i) in capacity increments
and/or ii) in time commitment. Also, if wholesale reselling of capacity is allowed,
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potential disadvantages become negligible because operators could resell unused
capacities to small operators. Limited acceptance of CBC among NRAs is mostly due
to a range of tricky implementation issues.
The key to CBC is to find an easily implementable approach that nevertheless
captures the capacity utilization affected by calls and other services (BRIGLAUER and
VOGELSANG 2011). Simplified proposals are usually based on the capacity used for
interconnections.16 That, however, does not capture capacity utilization beyond the
first point of concentration in a network, which would be relevant for CBC to be
meaningful for termination. If restricted to the first point of concentration, CBC
would resemble B&K (KENNET and RALPH 2007).
2.1.2.4 Conclusions from the literature on efficient termination charges
While the empirical literature on termination charges is very limited, the large theoretical literature on the profit-maximizing and efficient termination charges is quite
disturbing because of its lack of clear results. The level of efficient charges depends
on various parameters that would have to be determined empirically in order to establish the efficient charge level relative to the network costs involved. In particular, network externalities and call externalities can have opposing effects. In practice, only
rough approximate assessments of these parameters are possible, as long as reliable
empirical estimates do not exist. My conjecture is that over time, the network externality decreases because of saturation in penetration, while the call externality increases roughly in the call volume (although it may also suffer from saturation). This
could suggest a clear distinction between policy stages 1 and 2. In Stage 1, the network externality dominates, justifying LRAIC-based termination charges, while in
Stage 2 the call externality dominates, leading to B&K as the more efficient policy.
This is reemphasized by imperfect competition downstream that calls for below-cost
prices. The literature is also ambivalent if profit-maximizing termination charges are
above cost and by how much. Thus, it is not clear if regulation is really warranted.
CBC has had very limited applications in the past, but its time may have come for
stages 2 and 3, when telephone minutes lose their relevance for the costs of networks.
2.1.3 Implications of new technical and market developments
Traditional telephony (POTS) is fading away. Convergence (IP telephony, OTT,
VoIP) implies that minutes of use lose relevance as cost drivers. In fact, applying
minutes of use to termination charges may inhibit the transition to all-IP networks
(FCC, 2011). Minutes of use were never a good measure of network costs, unless
accompanied by a strong peak-load pricing regime that would leave most minutes at
a zero price. Technological change and predominance of non-voice services imply
CBC.

–––––––––––––
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They also relate to the maximum demand tariffs used for the Internet.
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Both B&K and CBC address the issue of cost causality for terminations. CBC uses
the property that terminations only cause costs in terms of availability of network
capacities. Meanwhile, B&K uses the property that both callers and call receivers
cause the costs of terminations and should therefore share them in proportion to the
benefits received. If that nets out to approximately zero and if the networks are symmetric, then the discussion about per-minute charges and CBC no longer matters.
Otherwise, CBC should be applied to the net costs. When full penetration is reached,
network effects vanish relative to call externalities. B&K is therefore most likely to
approximate the optimal sharing if it is restricted to the access and backhaul part of
termination and leaves use of the long-distance (backbone) part of network either to
private negotiations (DEGRABA 2000) or to CBC (KENNET and RALPH 2007).17 The
issue of asymmetric termination costs between fixed and mobile carriers can be dealt
with by charging retail subscribers for incoming calls (as part of buckets of minutes
bought on a monthly basis) and will be less of a problem due to reductions in the cost
differences between fixed and mobile termination and due to FMI as discussed below.
In order to give the receiving party the choice of rejecting unwanted calls, the first
minute can be free.
The fact that in many countries there are more mobile subscribers than inhabitants
hints at the presence of multi-homing, meaning that callers can reach receiving parties
via more than one terminating network so that there is no longer an undisputed termination monopoly (HAUSMAN and WRIGHT 2006).18 Furthermore, HOERNIG et al.
(2013) show that an integrated fixed-mobile operator prefers zero FTM charges. The
combination of convergence, and FMI plus multi-homing implies that the termination
issue will eventually go away in Stage 3. Furthermore, the works of ARMSTRONG and
WRIGHT (2009) and CAMBINI and VALLETTI (2008) suggest that deregulation for mobile termination rates may be in order even without these conditions. There is a slight
chance of collusive outcomes if negotiations on termination also include quality of
service issues (CHOI, JEON and KIM 2013).
Summing up, the regulatory efficiency frontier regarding termination charges appears to be moving towards B&K and CBC (and bit-based) rather than minute-based
termination charges because minutes of use have little relevance in packet-switched
IP networks. In an all-IP network, we might not even know whether it is a call that is

–––––––––––––
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Here it has to be kept in mind that traditional fixed network long-distance carriers have been
fading away in recent years, mostly due to wholesale local loop access discussed below in
Section 2.2. For that reason origination charges have also lost their importance. Under IP
convergence there is a transit role for backbone providers that compete with each other.
Jan Krämer (in written communication) argues that this is not necessarily multi homing, but
driven by the Internet of things, i. e. products/devices that communicate independently and
therefore need a SIM card, for example, an emergency system in a car that automatically
calls an ambulance in case of an accident. Also, some people obviously have two cell
phones, but very often one is for work (without a choice of networks). However, Marc
Bourreau points out to me that in African countries most people use multiple SIM cards.
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terminated or some other data packet.19 With B&K as the backdrop, Internet-type
voluntary interconnection arrangements could be negotiated between carriers. A universal right to interconnect (at this point, including IP interconnection) should be
maintained in order to avoid interruptions of connectivity under the any-to-any principle (NOAM 2002 and WERBACH 2013). As seen in Section 2.3 this line of argument
is tied closely to the net neutrality debate.
In Table 1, we name efficient policies by stage. Under the stage variable a policy
is considered as efficient in the past (Stage 1), in the present transition (Stage 2) and
the end state (Stage 3).
Table 1: Efficient policies for termination charges

Efficient policies

Stage 1: Network
externalities from
MTRs dominate

Stage 2: Call external- Stage 3: Minutes of
ities dominate
use have no meaning
in all-IP networks.

LRAIC, CBC, B&K

CBC, B&K

B&K with right to
interconnection;
termination issue may
vanish

2.2 Wholesale broadband one-way access20
2.2.1 The problem and its current handling
For both telephone access and broadband access, end-user regulation has largely
vanished. This is likely to be irreversible. In contrast, wholesale one-way access regulation as described in Section 1 above continues in most countries based on the
argument that the last mile remains a bottleneck.
2.2.1.1 EU
In the EU, bottleneck regulation of the wholesale access network occurs mostly
via local loop unbundling (ULL) or bitstream access. It may or may not be flanked
by vertical separation of the access network from the core network. ULL means that
the access seeker rents individual local loops from the access network. The philosophy of ULL is that the incumbent’s network can be accessed directly at the local loop
by competitors thereby isolating the natural monopoly or bottleneck portion of the
network. ULL therefore requires that the incumbent access provider allow the access
seeker to collocate equipment in a switching office close to the customers so that the
access seeker can pick up the access line of the customer and provide value added

–––––––––––––
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I owe this observation to Jan Krämer.
We do not consider mandatory access regulation to mobile networks (mobile virtual network
operators = MVNOs), because there appears to be no real bottleneck problem.
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services (including transportation) from there.21 Thus, the access seeker needs to have
a network built out fairly close to the users and needs to invest in collocation equipment, which is largely sunk. Bitstream access refers to high-speed access arrangements that allow entrants to provide similar services to ULL without needing direct
access to the incumbent’s local loops. Under bitstream access, the incumbent therefore provides some additional wholesale services and facilities besides the local loop,
thus requiring a less developed own network from the access seekers than ULL. Bitstream access is less intrusive on the incumbents and less ambitious for the entrants.
Under bitstream access the access seekers have, however, less ability to differentiate
their end-product from that of the incumbent than under ULL. New access developments for NGA networks focus on virtual unbundled loops, allowing access at the
same points as ULL and thereby potentially preventing stranding of networks built by
entrants depending on ULL (EC 2013b).
2.2.1.2 U.S.
While local loop unbundling in the U.S. goes back to some (then viewed as) progressive states before passing of the federal 1996 Telecommunications Act, it gained
full traction only through the FCC’s 1996 Local Competition Order. This, however,
went further than local loop unbundling by including additional unbundled network
elements, switching in particular. Later, entrants could “rebundle” all the elements
and thereby offer local access services to end-users without owning a network at all.
They received this rebundled access at a wholesale price equal to LRAIC plus a small
contribution to common costs. This excessive unbundling of telephone networks
came to be known as UNE-P and lasted until 2005, when it was abolished, following
a Supreme Court decision in 2004.22 When UNE-P was no longer mandated, the
largest access seekers, MCI and AT&T, left the business and merged with Verizon
and SBC. Since they have not been replaced by other access seekers, competition
based on regulated wholesale access was almost eliminated in the U.S.
In contrast to many of the EU countries, the U.S. is now characterized by facilities-based duopolies between telephone incumbents and cable TV companies
throughout most of the country. Until the early 2000s the U.S. had two different regulatory regimes for cable TV and telecommunications networks. The former was
treated as “information services” with light regulation, while the latter was heavily
regulated as “telecommunication services”.23 This differentiation made little sense,
after cable TV captured a dominant share in the broadband access markets. Following
–––––––––––––
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Local loop access lines are generally owned by the incumbent rather than by the subscriber
as suggested by SHY (2001).
Economides, SEIM and VIARD (2008) find that, nevertheless, the introduction of competition
benefited end-users. FAULHABER (2003) had predicted the failure of local unbundling regulation based on its complexity and the incentive of incumbents to undermine it.
The law defines telecommunications services as restricted to conduit, while information services include content. In the case of cable networks the FCC did not see itself in a position
to separate the infrastructure network from the provision of content.
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a 2003 Supreme Court decision, the FCC declared DSL an “information service” with
less regulatory obligation, just like cable. This shows that after many years of waiting, convergence is finally occurring.24 Hence, the services most likely to be affected
by convergence were taken out of the common carrier regulation system. Information
services, which include the Internet, are deemed competitive and therefore not subject
to the same regulations as telecommunication services. The FCC also declared that it
would refrain from regulating new fiber-optic lines installed by incumbents. Today,
cable is quite clearly dominating the fixed broadband market against ADSL and
FTTH (FIOS), but mobile broadband is quickly increasing its share.
2.2.1.3 Conclusions on current one-way access regulation
Current one-way access regulation differs substantially between the EU and U.S.
In the EU, LRAIC-based ULL and bitstream access regulation dominate, while the
U.S. has moved to partial deregulation, maintaining ULL only for the vanishing
legacy copper networks and requiring no wholesale access to new infrastructures.
The EC (2013a and b), however, plans to catch up with the U.S. developments.
2.2.2 Theoretical and empirical literature about policies
2.2.2.1 The essential facilities doctrine
The theory of wholesale one-way access regulation is for the most part, based on
the essential facilities doctrine in antitrust, which says that access should be mandated
if (a) the bottleneck facility is only available from the bottleneck owner, (b) the facility is necessary for producing the output in question, (c) the access seeker cannot
effectively duplicate the facility, and (d) the bottleneck owner does not provide it
voluntarily, although provision would be feasible. While the essential facilities doctrine was originally developed as part of the U.S. antitrust policy, it only appears to
work reasonably well in the context of ex ante regulation (AREEDA 1990).
In the U.S., two major competitors in a market are now deemed enough to avoid
regulation. With at least two competing access networks, access is not an essential
facility. As a result, regulation is only deemed justified if there are no viable infrastructure competitors (FAULHABER 2005). This contrasts with the so-called “three
criteria” test of the EU. Under this (wholesale) test, markets are first defined according to competition law criteria. Regulation then may be called for in these markets if
there is cumulative fulfillment of the three criteria (1) high and durable barriers to
entry, (2) no increase in market competition expected, and (3) general competition
law unsuitable to deal with the market failures described by criteria 1 and 2. An
enterprise with market dominance in a market fulfilling the three criteria is subject to
ex ante regulation. This is a more regulatory criterion than relying on the essential
facilities property, which would require monopoly rather than dominance.
–––––––––––––
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In principle, the FCC could also have declared broadband cable a telecommunications service but that would have been inopportune. WERBACH (2013) finds that the FCC’s interpretation of the law has “backed it into a corner”.
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The essential facilities property provides for a sufficient reason to regulate wholesale access. Whether it is also a necessary reason depends on various tradeoffs that
determine if regulation or competition policy is better in dealing with problems
caused by insufficient competition (VOGELSANG 2012). It is therefore understandable
that the EU with its three criteria test takes a somewhat less deregulatory stance than
the U.S.
The experience in the U.S., however, indicates the potential for collusion in duopoly markets.25 In particular, Verizon and cable firms have recently entered into joint
marketing agreements for TV services. Those marketing agreements were restricted
by the Department of Justice to areas where Verizon offers no FIOS (FTTH).
2.2.2.2 Investment incentives as drivers for Stage 2 regulation
Both the economic literature and the policy discussions on wholesale one-way
access regulation have in recent years shifted from social welfare to investment as the
main policy objective. Are investments the right performance metric? Do we need
investment incentives because regulation hinders investments or because there are
(natural) sunk cost entry barriers? Is it also because investments have external effects
that are not captured in markets? The answers to these questions are not only important
for bottleneck regulation but also for the net neutrality and for the universal service
policies discussed below and for the links between those policies. Investment is not an
end in itself but a means to the end of better and more affordable services. Thus, one
should not avoid dealing with the tradeoffs between static and dynamic efficiency.
Starting with RÖLLER and WAVERMAN (2001) and so far culminating in CZERNICH
et al. (2011), the empirical literature has demonstrated the benefits of telecommunications investments in general and broadband investments in particular for the economy
as a whole beyond the telecommunications sector. While, therefore, a case for furthering investment and for overcoming any barriers to investment can be made, finding the
right policies remains difficult. A policy of over-emphasizing investments can lead to
stranding as exemplified by the telecom industry downfall in 2000. Also, the costs of
duplication may not be worth the benefits (HÖFFLER 2007). Policies favoring infrastructure competition should therefore be balanced against other policy objectives.
The following sections discuss the way the relationship between investment incentives and regulation are treated in the literature.
2.2.2.3 Ladder of investment
The U.S. and EU for some time followed related approaches toward entry help for
local bottlenecks. In the U.S., it was called the “stepping stone” hypothesis that was
incorporated in the U.S. Telecommunications Act of 1996 and implemented in the
FCC Local Competition Order (1996). The idea was that entrants needed a foothold
in the market before they would make investments that require substantial economies
of scale. The 1996 Act therefore envisaged three steps of entry: resale, unbundled
–––––––––––––
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See also PARKER and RÖLLER (1997) on collusion in mobile services and MACAVOY
(1996) on collusion in long distance networks.
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wholesale access and full-scale network duplication. However, under the UNE-P policy described above entrants had neither incentives to use the resale option nor to
build any network. In contrast, the EU followed the “ladder-of-investment” approach
(CAVE and VOGELSANG 2003 and CAVE 2006), which tries to systematically relate
the rungs of the investment ladder to each other by changing the investment incentives for entrants over time. While the public perception of the ladder-of-investment’s
objective has been the ultimate duplication of the incumbent’s network, there has also
been the argument that wholesale access regulation may avoid wasteful duplication
(HÖFFLER 2007).26
Recent theoretical work by BOURREAU, DOĞAN and LESTAGE (2013) finds that (a)
high levels of access (e. g., resale) accelerate market entry but delay infrastructure
investments, (b) lower access prices for high level of access have the same effect, and
(c) the socially optimal access price varies non-monotonically with the level of
access. Furthermore, providing the entrant with a choice of several access levels delays infrastructure investment compared to having only one access level. Finally, the
socially optimal access prices for multiple access levels follow the ladder-of-investment approach by being more advantageous for lower levels of access (e. g., for
ULL) than for higher levels of access. These interesting insights are based, in particular, on the assumption that all investments are deemed sunk and exhibit no economies
of scale. This means that investments for, e. g., resale, create an opportunity cost for
moving to the next level, because the forward-looking costs at the current level are
zero (replacement effect). At the same time, the forward-looking cost of moving to
the next level is reduced by the sunk costs of the current level (sequential investment
effect). The first of these effects delays further investment, while the second effect
accelerates it. The authors show that the first effect generally prevails. However, the
main point of the ladder-of-investment hypothesis is that (a) there are substantially
stronger economies of scale at the infrastructure level than at the resale level and (b)
firms can acquire market share only gradually by being in the market (AVENALI,
MATTEUCCI and REVERBERI 2010).27 As a result, immediate infrastructure investment
would lead to idle capacity for a while (or to suboptimal scale), which would increase
the discounted costs. In contrast, starting with resale would allow for a profitable
build-up of market share and infrastructure investment at a time when the capacity
would actually be fully used, resulting in lower costs of the subsequent infrastructure
–––––––––––––
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Note that the ladder-of-investment approach assumes that regulated wholesale access is provided to other than essential facilities or that the essential facility property can be overcome.
Martin Cave (personal communication) has „always conceived of the ladder of investment
as culminating in unbundled loops, simply because [he] could never visualize that further
investment in a second copper or fiber loop by an unbundler would ever make any kind of
financial sense. ...[H]istoric investment in cable is obviously a different matter.“
BOURREAU and DROUARD (2013) include another aspect of the ladder approach, which is
the experience acquisition by entrants. They show that the acquisition of market experience
in the phase of service-based competition delays the entrant’s investment when the prospects
for infrastructure investment are good, and accelerates investment when they are weak.
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investment. In addition, the risk associated with building large scale is reduced sharply. Last, the percentage of sunk costs is deemed to increase with each level of
investment, as one moves from resale to infrastructure investment. These additional
aspects make me conjecture that the BOURREAU, DOĞAN and LESTAGE (2013) result
of deceleration of infrastructure investment because of access opportunities does not
hold in general but depends on the empirical strength of economies of scale, sunk
costs and market share gains.
Empirical evidence on the working of the ladder-of-investment approach is scarce.
For a set of EU countries, BACACHE, BOURREAU and GAUDIN (2013) and for the UK
NARDOTTO, VALLETTI and VERBOVEN (2013) found support for a short ladder leading from resale and bitstream access to ULL-based competition, but not to broadband
loop investments by entrants.28 This clearly shows the limits of the ladder approach
but is, in my view, a natural outcome of the economics of fixed broadband access.
Besides incumbents, only firms with prior access investments (either in other
networks, such as cable TV, or in ducts, such as municipal electric utilities) have
successfully invested in such networks.
Both the more theoretical and the empirical literature suggest that the ladder-ofinvestment hypothesis has only limited applicability. With the exception of some carriers in Italy29 and Illiad/Fre and SFR in France, the approach shows little suitability
for achieving full infrastructure competition in classical essential facilities settings
and in cases where infrastructure competition is inter-modal. Thus, while the ladder
of investment is intended as a Stage 2 policy approach, in practice it stops short and
remains anchored in Stage 1.
2.2.2.4 Empirical estimates of regulatory effects on investment
How does regulation affect investment? At a very general level the empirical study
by GRAJEK and RÖLLER (2012) finds that wholesale access regulation reduces incentives for the regulated firm and for individual access seekers to invest. This main
result only shows up if one recognizes the endogeneity of regulation. Thus, regulators
have a commitment problem in that regulatory intensity is increased if the incumbent’s stock of infrastructure is high (which would associate high regulation intensity
with high investment). While this study has convinced many skeptics about the
claimed negative relationship between intensity of regulation and infrastructure investment, it relates to investment at the firm level of multiproduct firms and not specifically to regulated access networks.
Based on their reading of the empirical literature is the more specific hypothesis
by CRANDALL, EISENACH and INGRAHAM (2013) that unbundling regulation leads to
low prices for DSL services but hinders investment in NGA. In particular, entrants
would promote DSL more strongly than the incumbent, who did, for example, protect
–––––––––––––
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In particular, NARDOTTO, VALLETTI and VERBOVEN (2013) find for the UK that, relative to
bitstream access, unbundling does not increase broadband penetration but increases the
quality of service.
See MANENTI and SCIALÀ (2013).
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its second line business for narrowband ISPs. Thus, unbundling could increase broadband penetration in the short run but would hinder it in the long run. Furthermore,
because of increased inter-modal competition from cable and wireless the benefits
from unbundling are much smaller today than in the past. This has to be seen in the
light of formidable practical challenges in implementing unbundling policies, such as
creating operations support systems (OSS) and preventing quality discrimination.
BRIGLAUER, ECKER and GUGLER (2012) using EU panel data for the 2005–2011
period yield two very distinct results. First, infrastructure-based competition has an
inverted ‘U’ effect on NGA investment.30 This result follows the AGHION et al.
(2005) hypothesis that the largest influence on innovation (or innovative investments)
is exerted in an environment that is neither perfectly competitive nor monopolistic. In
the BRIGLAUER, ECKER and GUGLER (2012) case, the main variable for infrastructure
competition is the market share of cable. Obviously, a high market share of cable
does not mean perfect competition (in fact, at 100% it is a monopoly), but rather
appears to crowd out NGA investment, as can be seen in the U.S., where Verizon has
restricted NGA investment to densely populated areas and AT&T has hardly started.31
On the other end of the spectrum, the lack of cable presence relieves incumbents from
pressure to cannibalize its own DSL infrastructure. The BRIGLAUER, ECKER and
GUGLER (2012) empirical finding is very plausible. What, however, are the policy
consequences? Should one increase or reduce cable’s market share if it deviates from
the “optimal” 22% found by the authors? Handicapping cable in the U.S. (with its
60% share of broadband) is out of the question, but what should France (with 5%
market share) do to increase it? This low market share for cable in France appears to
be the result of past policies constraining cable.32 While cable may be a good stepping stone for broadband and NGA, creating or expanding new cable networks in a
greenfield fashion seems very difficult.
Second, in BRIGLAUER, ECKER and GUGLER (2012), service-based competition
(measured by entrants’ market shares) is shown to have a negative impact on NGA
investment.33 It is not clear if this is the (indirect) result of low ULL charges or of
service competition per se. This result is in line with other empirical findings (reported in CRANDALL, EISENACH and INGRAHAM (2013)), but may contrast with new
results by GRUBER and KOUTROUMPIS (2013). However, the latter paper only concerns the effects of wholesale access regulation on DSL investment, not on NGA
investment. One can argue that these are two very different effects. If, as GRUBER
–––––––––––––
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Not related to NGA NARDOTTO, VALETTI and VERBOVEN (2013) find that increased competition from cable increases broadband penetration. They do not estimate nonlinear effects,
though. For most studies involving cable there may be a selection bias from the original
location choice of cable providers.
Gruber and KOUTROUMPIS (2013) find a negative effect of inter-modal competition on DSL
deployment, which could also just be the crowding out effect of cable on DSL.
Marc Bourreau in written comment.
In contrast, a positive relationship between service-based competition and NGA investment
is found by CHOU (2013).
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and KOUTROUMPIS (2013) show, wholesale access regulation increases DSL investment, then it may be that DSL investment has a negative effect on NGA investment
rather than the wholesale access regulation. This replacement effect could also
explain the comparatively high NGA share in some middle-income Central European
countries, which had a low DSL penetration (CRANDALL, EISENACH and INGRAHAM
2013).34 In fact, BRIGLAUER (2013) shows that, in contrast to Western European
countries, there has been no replacement effect in Central European countries.35
Related but restricted only to Japan, MINIMAHASHI (2012) shows how NTT’s
FTTH investment crowded out cable in the super-fast broadband market (based on
2005–2009 data). He emphasizes the role of low regulated ULL charges for copper
access and FTTH access in increasing the FTTH market share against high-speed
cable.36 The mechanism through which this works seems to be that low wholesale
access charges lead to strong oligopolistic retail competition. The incumbent thereby
increases its overall market share (including that of wholesale access seekers) even if
the incumbent’s retail market share is decreased. This presupposes, however, that the
incumbent makes the necessary NGA investments in spite of the low wholesale price,
which obviously was the case in Japan.
Related to the effects of regulation on investment is the question of whether deregulation increases investment. Wholesale access deregulation in the U.S. for advanced
fiber networks triggered immediate excitement about the NGA investments this move
seems to have induced. Deregulation of wholesale access was therefore seen as providing strong investment incentives, vindicating proponents of deregulation. However, this only seemed to work for a few years. In particular, the FTTH build-out by
Verizon (FIOS) has been stopped for the foreseeable future. Was deregulation a failure? The answer is ‘no’ if suspension of the FIOS build-out is the efficient response
by Verizon. FIOS is really no game changer relative to cable TV with DOCSIS 3.0.
In particular, in areas of high cable TV penetration, conversion to DOCSIS 3.0 is
cheap (SOLON 2011). On the other hand, in contrast to NTT in Japan, Verizon has not
been pushed by wholesale entrants to expand the FIOS market share aggressively.37
–––––––––––––
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Martin Cave (personal communication) further notes a tendency in some Eastern EU countries to exhibit “free competition among networks strung from poles, trees and buildings, or
buried in trenches conveniently opened up by compliant mayors. It seems to work pretty
well there but may not travel.”
BRIGLAUER (2013), BRIGLAUER, ECKER and GUGLER (2012) and GRUBER and KOUTROUMPIS (2013) use ULL penetration and other wholesale access penetration as regulatory variables rather than simply the date of their legal mandate (like CRANDALL, EISENACH and
INGRAHAM 2013).
Since 2008 unbundling for GPON in Japan requires access seekers to lease all sub-fibers associated with a fiber line. As a result wholesale access to FTTH has declined and, as CRANDALL,
EISENACH and INGRAHAM (2013) state, FTTH unbundling plays a small role today.
The failure to increase market share in the coverage areas of FIOS is similar to the case of
Deutsche Telecom’s VDSL, where only a small percentage of eligible customers subscribe.
ELIXMANN, NEUMANN, and STUMPF (2013) blame lack of wholesale products for this slow
take-up.
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In building out FIOS Verizon is losing its DSL customers. Since the cost of DSL is
largely sunk, the FIOS customers must make up for the large profit contribution of
DSL plus earn the investment cost of FIOS. However, if cable TV takes away the
DSL customers, this replacement or cannibalization effect no longer occurs. Due to
cable, the achievable prices for FIOS services are lower, though. This latter effect
may be dominating in higher-cost lower-density areas.
While there is a sizeable empirical literature on the relationship between bottleneck
access regulation and telecommunications infrastructure investment, there exist
enough data problems and enough heterogeneity in the results to prevent clear-cut
conclusions.38 Nevertheless, in my reading, two hypotheses emerge from the empirical literature. At Stage 1, ULL regulation has led to lower DSL prices (FAGEDA,
RUBIO and TERMES 2013) and a likely increase in DSL penetration and a decrease in
cable broadband before DOCSIS 3.0. At Stage 2, wholesale access regulation of
copper loops (ULL and/or bitstream) and/or a high level of DSL penetration have
decreased the follow-up investments in NGA networks. The interesting twist here is
that successful Stage 1 regulation may delay the implementation of Stage 3. This is
similar to the case of successful 2G mobile networks delaying 3G networks and may
simply have to do with the sunk nature of existing technologies.
2.2.2.5 Emphasis on investment and transition from copper to fiber under stage 2
regulation
Since NGA networks are viewed as highly beneficial, investment in such networks
is the subject of many policy initiatives. The emphasis on investment results in a
more deregulatory frontier involving softer regulation, cooperative investment, and
deregulation or regulatory holidays. While the advantage of a more deregulatory
approach increases in the importance attached to investment in NGA, regulation may
persist if vertical separation and investment subsidies are part of a policy to create
NGA networks. What is largely missing in the literature (with the exception of
HÖFFLER 2007, and MANENTI and SCIALÀ 2013) is a problematization of the tradeoffs between fostering innovations and protecting competition/consumers.
1. Softer regulation
A prevailing view in much of the literature is that soft price regulation will provide
strong investment incentives both for the incumbent and for bypass investments by
other networks. There are detractors. For example, while much of the U.S.-based
empirical literature shows a positive relationship between wholesale access charges
–––––––––––––
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For a short review see BOURREAU, CAMBINI and DOĞAN (2013). See also the longer and
more critical literature reviews by CAMBINI and JIANG (2009), and by GERPOTT and WINZER
(2013). CAMBINI and JIANG (2009) list 23 works on access regulation and infrastructure
investment, but quite a few of these are either not really empirical (simulations and numerical examples) or financed by incumbents or organizations of alternative competitors.
CAMBINI and JIANG (2009) note that “the lack of reasonable time-series data weakens the
robustness of empirical analysis.”
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and facilities-based entry, GARRONE and ZACCAGNINO (2012) find a negative relationship for the EU countries. Soft bottleneck regulation can also increase price-squeeze
problems if there is inter-modal competition. It may therefore have to be accompanied
by retail-minus regulation (BRIGLAUER and VOGELSANG 2011).39
Emphasizing the necessity for regulatory commitment BRITO, PEREIRA and
VAREDA (2013) show that the height of regulated wholesale access charges may have
to be made dependent on investment. In particular, charges may have to be higher if
investment occurs than if it does not occur.
Most approaches to implementing soft regulation are based on doing a better job
at estimating the regulated firm’s costs compared to conventional LRAIC cost modeling (VOGELSANG 2012). In particular, adjustments are made for lumpiness (allowing
for unused capacity) and real options lost through sunk investments (EVANS and
GUTHRIE 2006). The advantage of such adjustments is that they are methodologically
clean and therefore not discretionary. Adjustments can, however, also be made in a
discretionary way by providing for “economic space” between measured costs and
regulated prices, in particular, by increasing the weighted average cost of capital
(WACC). Also, moves toward shorter regulatory lag periods mimicking rate-of-return
regulation have been proposed.
An even softer regulatory approach is now being implemented by the EC (2013a)
for NGA investment. It requires open wholesale access but relies only on price
squeeze protection as a constraint on pricing. Such an approach could be used as retail-minus regulation so that wholesale access charges are adjusted automatically in
case of a price squeeze (BRIGLAUER and VOGELSANG 2011).
2. Cooperative investment
Cooperative investment has entered the debate on new infrastructures as a means
of avoiding costly duplication and thereby spurring investment, while at the same
time allowing for competition between the cooperating investment partners.
BOURREAU, CAMBINI, and HOERNIG (2013) show that these advantages only hold if
cooperation either lowers costs (e. g., through lower costs of capital via risk sharing
between partners) or allows for more product diversification (by allowing each partner separate strings of fiber rather than providing undifferentiated bitstream access).
Furthermore, mandated wholesale access for others to the cooperative network is
shown to reduce investment incentives via lower (or truncated) expected returns and
by providing another option to potential cooperating partners. These incentives negatively affect coverage in less densely populated areas. Their results suggest a policy
tradeoff between cooperative investment and mandating wholesale access.
KRÄMER and VOGELSANG (2012) use laboratory experiments to test for potential
collusion between the cooperative investment partners in the retail markets. In the
absence of the specific advantages of cooperative investment identified by
BOURREAU, CAMBINI, and HOERNIG (2013), Krämer and Vogelsang find no additional
–––––––––––––
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Another justification for soft regulation is to reduce incentives for non-price discrimination
(MATTOS 2009).
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investment incentive but significantly higher retail prices under cooperative investment. In contrast, under the theoretical modeling by BOFFA and PANZAR (2012) cooperative investment could lead to efficient pricing if ownership shares were allocated
in proportion to wholesale access usage by the cooperative owners.
The literature suggests at this point that cooperative investment may occupy a
specific niche that would need to be identified before exempting cooperative investments from wholesale access obligations. In particular, relaxation of remedies may
have to be tied to the number of investing firms. While collusion seems sustainable
with two firms, it is certainly less likely with four. At the same time, the business
case for the co-investors seems to be worse if there are many co-investors (RENDON
SCHNEIR and XIONG 2013). This may limit the occurrence of co-investment to very
few investors. A strict supervision by competition authorities therefore appears to be
warranted.
3. Regulatory holidays and deregulation for NGA networks
Regulatory holidays are a wait-and-see approach, under which regulation only begins with a lag after conditions for regulation (the regulatory requirement) have been
met. Regulatory holidays could act as innovation incentives similar to patents and
could be compatible with later regulation, thereby preventing long-run monopolistic
exploitation (CHOI 2011). GANS and KING (2002 and 2003) establish conditions
under which access holidays can increase investment incentives for innovative infrastructure. Simulations by NITSCHE and WIETHAUS (2011) confirm increased investment incentives.
There are two commitment issues for regulatory holidays, one, that regulation will
actually come at the stipulated date (or incident), and the other, that regulation will not
come before that date. However, breaking the latter commitment and installing regulation may itself take time so that the commitment period is implicitly assured. This potentially long lag will have to be traded off against the danger that the firm building the
new market may gain a long-lasting first-mover advantage (BRIGLAUER 2013).
Because of potential abuse, verifiable standards are needed to determine under
which conditions regulatory holidays would be warranted. One such condition could
be the creation of a new market. However, defining a new market poses itself severe
difficulties, because the hypothetical monopoly test is usually hard to adapt to this
case (GUAL 2003).
Stronger than regulatory holidays is full and therefore (initially) unlimited deregulation of innovations and particularly risky infrastructure investments. Criteria for
such deregulation would have to be at least as strict as those for a regulatory holiday.
Deregulation does not necessarily include a credible commitment against re-regulation. However, a long lag is likely before re-regulation becomes feasible. The FCC
has some discretion of regulatory forbearance under the U.S. Telecommunications
Act of 1996. It can refrain from regulation that reduces investment incentives. An
example has been the lifting of unbundling requirements for the UNE-P in 2004. In
contrast to regulatory forbearance the FCC can actually exercise deregulation as a
more credible commitment, as it did for new fiber lines.
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The U.S. are thus far the prime example of deregulation of advanced networks.
The investments triggered by deregulation at first were impressive, but have since
faded. In spite of doubts about U.S. international ranking in broadband penetration
(stagnation of FIOS), no re-regulation is expected. It is fairly clear that FIOS survives
in high-density areas. However, in less densely populated areas the cost of building
out FIOS is probably too much higher than DOCSIS 3.0. Thus, overall in the U.S.
cable is likely to dominate both FIOS and versions of DSL, such as AT&T’s U-verse,
while 4G is an emerging competitor in all regions.40 Access regulation can hardly
improve this situation, although bitstream access for cable could be a helpful policy
in view of cable dominance and the high U.S. retail prices for broadband access.
4. Transitioning from copper access networks to NGA
The move from simple broadband access to NGA networks requires large investments, while some of the older access networks become idle. Wholesale access regulation of the old network then becomes a policy affecting the transition with the
policy emphasis shifting from static to dynamic efficiency. In a world with expected
parallel operation of copper and fiber access networks over a long time span,
BOURREAU, CAMBINI and DOĞAN (2012) identify three effects that jointly determine
the efficient wholesale access charges for the old technology.41
The replacement effect calls for a large enough copper access charge so that independent NGA investors have incentives to invest.
The wholesale revenue effect calls for a large enough difference between the
copper and fiber access charge so that profits from copper alone are lower than profits
from operating both a copper and a fiber access network. Replacing copper with fiber
needs to be sufficiently profitable in order to induce fiber investment.
The migration effect calls for small enough price differences between copper and
fiber access so that end-users have incentives to switch from copper to fiber, once
fiber is offered.
The interaction of the three effects leads to a compromise level of regulated copper
wholesale access price, not too high and not too low. A very different approach based
on LRAIC is pursued by Neumann and VOGELSANG (2013). They assume that a large
fraction of the costs of old access networks is sunk but such networks will no longer
be replaced because of the advent of NGA. Hence, LRAIC no longer represent the
forward-looking costs of the old access networks. Rather, those are represented by
the costs of an NGA network as the modern equivalent asset (MEA). Those costs,
however, have to be corrected by a performance delta between the two technologies.
–––––––––––––
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DOCSIS 3.0 can also deliver 100MB to 100 million people before the FCC target date of
2020.
See also HOERNIG et al. (2012) and NITSCHE and WIETHAUS (2011). A regulatory requirement to run copper and fiber in parallel for a long time could hinder fiber investment. There
are duplicative costs and cannibalization effects leading to lessened incentives for NGA investments. Also, the transition policies in terms of wholesale copper access pricing will be
different. See Bourreau, Cambini and Doğan (2013).
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This leads to competitive neutrality (the “equivalence” in the MEA) between the old
and the new network, meaning that the resulting end-user prices for copper-based
services are just high enough to make wholesale access seekers of both copper and
NGA indifferent between the two access modes.42 MEA-based copper access charges
are therefore a compromise between favoring the migration effect (by inducing customers to switch) and the wholesale revenue effect (by giving the incumbent a wholesale price above the decision-relevant forward-looking costs). Nevertheless, as argued
by Bourreau, Cambini and Doğan (2013), the copper wholesale access price as a
single instrument cannot implement an efficient policy that is characterized by several
tradeoffs. At the same time, if the copper access network and NGA run in parallel
and if the NGA wholesale access charge is also regulated, then the two charges
should not be set independently of each other.
The literature on copper wholesale access pricing in the transition to NGA is politically highly controversial. Setting a high copper access price makes continued parallel operation of copper and NGA profitable, provides funds to incumbents to invest
in NGA and would make customers switch easily to NGA, once such a network has
been built. However, the only incentive to actually invest the funds generated by high
copper access charges comes from the bypass incentives created for independent investors in NGA. Such bypass could include investments by cable companies in
DOCSIS 3.0. In the absence of such a threat, high copper access charges may just be
profitable and would not lead to any NGA investments (or just to investments in
VDSL/vectoring as happening in Germany and Italy now). In contrast, setting low
copper access charges makes the move to NGA profitable for the incumbent, but lowers the threat from alternative investors and makes many subscribers switch to the
new network only if the old one is shut down. It is not clear that a middle road will
resolve this controversial issue, although the MEA approach could be promising. Another compromise would be a commitment contract with an escrow account. In that
case, the regulated firm would receive a low wholesale access charge if it does not
invest in NGA and a high charge if it does, the difference being held in escrow until
the investment has occurred (NEU, NEUMANN and VOGELSANG 2011).
2.2.2.6 Geographic differentiation of wholesale access regulation
Competition and the penetration of new infrastructures develop unevenly geographically between urban and rural areas. This is in part addressed in universal service
policies (below in Section 2.5). It also concerns, however, the wholesale access policies.
In most countries bottleneck regulation has traditionally been uniform throughout
the country. Should that change in the future? Until now one can argue that uniform
–––––––––––––
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In contrast, BOURREAU, CAMBINI and DOĞAN (2013) assume a „wholesale migration condition“, which makes access seekers prefer NGA over copper. Since numerical simulations in
NEUMANN and VOGELSANG (2013) show a persistent underestimation of their measured as
compared to their theoretical performance delta, in reality fiber investment may also be
favored under their MEA approach.
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national wholesale access charges (and geographic retail price averaging by the
incumbents) export the benefits of competition (and low prices) from urban to rural
areas, even if that does not give the rural customers a choice between suppliers. However, if there is sufficient competition in urban areas to allow for deregulation should
deregulation also be exported to rural areas? In fact, the NGA development has been
associated with moves toward differentiated policies for different geographic areas as
done, for example, in the UK.
Modeling this policy issue BOURREAU, CAMBINI and HOERNIG (2012a) assume
that a regulator may impose a uniform access price, set local access rates, or deregulate access locally. In their model infrastructure competition is viable in densely-populated areas but not elsewhere. They show that uniform cost-covering wholesale
access prices lead to too much duplication of infrastructure in urban areas, while marginal cost-based access rules lead to suboptimal rollout and too little duplication. Deregulation in competitive areas is often welfare optimal but can raise wholesale prices
in regulated areas. They also show that high regulated access charges in rural areas
can increase investment in new infrastructure there, bringing out the tradeoff between
expansion of coverage through high prices for wholesale access and high take-up in
the covered areas through low prices for wholesale access (GÖTZ 2009). Empirical
evidence from the U.K. confirms the conjecture that deregulation in competitive local
areas increases infrastructure investment by both incumbents and competitors in those
areas (FABRITZ and FALCK 2013).
Considering the possibility of regulated access to both copper loops and NGA,
BOURREAU, CAMBINI and DOĞAN (2013) show that geographically differentiated copper access charges can improve investment and welfare performance compared to uniform policies. In particular, making wholesale copper access charge regulation dependent on NGA rollout improves regulatory outcomes. In areas without NGA the
copper access charge should be set at cost, while it should be set above cost in areas
with NGA build-out. This is related to the escrow solution suggested above. However, in simulations by the authors an NGA access charge in addition to an undifferentiated copper access charge is welfare superior, because it applies to the incumbent
and/or an entrant as the potential NGA investor. The authors differentiate between the
case of an incumbent investing more in NGA than the entrant and the case of the
entrant investing more in NGA than the incumbent. They show that in the first case
the copper and NGA wholesale charges should be positively correlated, while they
could be positively or negatively correlated in the second case. This differentiation
could be particularly important for cities with alternative infrastructures that favor
NGA build-out by public utilities.
The literature on geographic differentiation considers the three options (1) no differentiation, (2) differentiation in regulated charges, and (3) deregulation in densely
populated areas and regulation in sparsely populated areas. The first option entails
cross subsidization and resembles classic universal service policies addressed below
in Section 2.5. The second approach reflects the different costs in different areas and
is likely to be competitively neutral. The same holds for the third approach, which is
in line with the generally pursued policy of successive deregulation, wherever it looks
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feasible. While the second and third approach may increase geographic coverage,
they will lead to higher prices in low-density areas.43
2.2.2.7 Fixed-mobile substitution and fixed-mobile integration at Stage 2
To the extent that mobile markets are deemed competitive and that mobile competition exerts enough pressure on fixed network operators, wholesale access regulation
of fixed networks could be revoked. Such direct competitive pressure seems already
to apply to the markets for fixed-line calling in some countries, such as Austria
(BRIGLAUER, SCHWARZ and ZULEHNER 2011) and can be expected for other countries
soon. It is not particularly interesting, though, because such markets for calling are
often already sufficiently competitive, even without the additional pressure of mobile
operators (STUMPF 2007). More interesting would be if mobile competition would
sufficiently constrain market power in fixed access networks so that wholesale enduser access and/or unbundled local loops and back-hauls could be deregulated.
However, currently measured demand elasticities are far below that hurdle (STUMPF
2007 and BRIGLAUER, SCHWARZ and ZULEHNER 2011). This holds, although, because
of the large difference between marginal cost and LRAIC for fixed network access,
the relevant cross effect need not be large. While FMS certainly has reduced fixed
network subscribership, it may have the additional effect of increasing NGA investment via an “escape competition” effect. This effect, however, appears to follow an
inverted ‘U’ relationship and tapers off at high mobile penetration rates as shown
empirically for the EU countries by BRIGLAUER (2013).
There is also a potentially countervailing effect to FMS coming from FMI. Assuming
a fixed network monopoly, HOERNIG, BOURREAU and CAMBINI (2013) show that FMI
leads to more efficient internal FTM prices, while external FTM prices are distorted upwards, amplifying the incumbency advantage of the integrated operator. These properties extend to the case of more than one fixed operator, suggesting that all fixed (mobile)
operators should want to be associated with a mobile (fixed) operator.44 The authors discuss two remedies for the alleged market failure, a uniform (on-net/off-net) FTM price
for the integrated firm or functional separation of fixed and mobile. A third potential
remedy would be the provision of wholesale products in order to enable the non-integrated mobile networks to provide fixed services and therefore appear to be integrated as
well. That would lead back to square one, where mobile operators impose little or no
competitive constraints on fixed competition through FMS. It might even suggest
MVNO regulation in order to have sufficiently many integrated fixed-mobile operators.
Since policy conclusions on deregulation of fixed networks crucially may depend
on strong substitutability of fixed by mobile services, the empirical conditions for
–––––––––––––
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FLACHER and JENNEQUIN (2012) consider the case of no regulation as well as wholesale price
regulation with and without commitment and find that the level of infrastructure deployment
(as well as social welfare and number of FTTH consumers) will be at its highest with a
combination of price regulation (with commitment) and a minimum coverage constraint.
Also, according to (ZIMMERMAN 2007, 2008) integrated carriers have less interest in pursuing FMS than independent mobile operators.
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MFS versus complementarity and FMI should be further worked out in the theoretical
and empirical literature.
2.2.2.8 Conclusions on Stage 2 policies on one-way access
Following the U.S. practice of making the essential facility property a necessary
condition for ex ante regulation is more deregulatory than the EC approach of the
three criteria test. While the ladder-of-investment approach was viewed as a Stage 2
policy that would ultimately lead to deregulation, its implementation and narrow
applicability have left it as a stage 1 policy ending in ULL access. Investment incentives are the main objectives of Stage 2 policies, although these incentives have to be
balanced against allocative and productive efficiency goals. The empirical evidence
suggests that ULL and bitstream access policies have spurred DSL penetration but, so
far, have had negative effects on NGA investment if only via negative effects of DSL
penetration on NGA investments. This suggests light-handed wholesale access policies in the form of softer regulation, permission of cooperative investments, regulatory holidays or even deregulation. Due to uneven geographical developments of
access competition, implicit or explicit geographical differentiation of one-way access
regulation will have to be part of Stage 2 and Stage 3 policies. The need for such
differentiation may go away if 4G becomes sufficiently competitive in rural areas.
2.2.3 New technical and market developments
2.2.3.1 Technological developments characterizing Stage 3 for one-way access
The main technological development associated with one-way access at Stage 3 is
expected NGA deployment, which from the current perspective comes in three main
forms.
First, FTTH is traditionally viewed as the one and only future-proof NGA technology. Most developed countries in the world strive for FTTH penetration that is as
extensive as possible. At this point in time, FTTH comes in two variants: GPON and
P2P. The tradeoff between GPON and P2P is that GPON is less expensive and easier
to install incrementally, but that it provides significantly lower quality of service
(QoS). The impact of the QoS difference is likely to depend on the worldwide penetration of P2P. If it remains low, so will be the impact of the QoS difference. Thus,
there is likely to be a distinct tipping problem (also dependent on discovery of killer
apps, which again will depend on penetration of P2P). If – as it appears now – the
general expectation is that P2P will only be built by few countries with a small number of inhabitants, then the QoS advantage of P2P will remain small and may not be
worth the cost difference. In any case, it appears that P2P is currently the technology
most easily suitable for cooperative investments.45
–––––––––––––
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Under P2P, only as many fibers as there are cooperating partners would have to be laid,
while under PON technologies the fibers of cooperating partners would have to be split.
Under current GPON that would require a number of fibers equal to 64 times the number of
partners. See, however, RENDON SCHNEIR and XIONG (2013), who calculate that the cost
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Second, cable TV has made a major step forward with DOCSIS 3.0. Its QoS is
very similar to that of GPON FTTH so that the substantially lower incremental cost
of moving from conventional cable broadband to DOCSIS 3.0 than from DSL to
GPON will give DOCSIS 3.0 a decisive advantage over GPON in countries with a
large cable TV footprint. This already shows up strongly in the U.S. There is, however, an intermediate solution for telecommunications networks, and that is VDSL
with vectoring.
Third, mobile broadband is moving ahead in strides, driven by the incredibly high
popularity of mobile apps. Thus, one can expect mobile broadband (4G) to compete
at eye level with the two other NGA technologies and to play out its mobility advantage. Besides on technological advances this will depend decisively on the availability
of sufficient spectrum (discussed in Section 2.4 below).
2.2.3.2 Market developments characterizing Stage 3 for one-way access
It appears that countries or regions in countries can be placed in three stylized
categories, based on population density and prior infrastructure.
First, there are countries/regions with high cable penetration and/or with an alternative GPON/P2P provider, who has cost advantages that places it at the level or
ahead of the telephone incumbent. Cable TV will see DOCSIS 3.0 to be fully competitive against GPON FTTH. GPON is no game changer and may, because of its high
incremental costs, be delayed or even be dominated by vectoring with VDSL. P2P is
currently the only NGA technology to dominate DOCSIS 3.0 in terms of QoS but at
a very high cost. This leads to a likely fixed-network duopoly for NGA in areas covered by cable TV and with alternative GPON/P2P providers. FMS with 4G could turn
the NGA duopoly into wider oligopoly. However, FMI could turn the mobile oligopoly back into an integrated duopoly. While this has not yet happened to a large
extent (with exceptions, such as Vodafone and Telefonica in Germany), Verizon’s
highly priced acquisition of Vodafone’s 45% stake in Verizon’s mobile network signals that the synergetic and market power effects of full FMI are viewed as significant. Fixed networks (such as cable TV networks) may therefore start buying mobile
networks and vice versa. An intriguing related development is that mobile service
providers can supply fixed network services, relying on LTE and high-speed package
access (HSPA) networks. AT&T is currently doing that – at very high prices – in
Verizon territory (FITCHARD 2013). This hints at the possibility that FMI may actually
be available for “pure” mobile networks, though not for “pure” fixed networks. It also
hints at potentially fierce competition between AT&T and Verizon in each other’s
territories.
Second, there are countries/regions with little or no cable penetration and with
only the incumbent GPON/P2P provider. In this case the only infrastructure competition comes from 4G.
–––––––––––––

disadvantages under cooperative investments for PON technologies would not necessarily
be insurmountable.
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Third are (rural) regions without land-based NGA, where only 4G will exist as a
competitive force for ultra-fast broadband.46
This categorization suggests that without any regulation in many areas, at least
infrastructure-based duopolistic broadband competition can be expected with some
additional competition coming from independent 4G operators. However, the independent 4G operators may have a disadvantage against those integrated with accessbased fixed network competitors. In contrast, there will be less densely populated
areas where only 4G competition appears to be viable and that only under separation
of 4G from the incumbent’s fixed network. In this case, access-based fixed network
competition may remain essential. Also, there may be areas, where NGA can only be
delivered with subsidies, giving rise to universal service policies discussed below.
2.2.4 Application of literature to new developments
Above we argued that convergence and FMS generate several parallel ways to
produce closely related products. To the extent that these products are deemed to be
in the same market no facilities could be essential because there are then at least two
ways to produce the same products. Thus, the continued bottleneck regulation would
lose its justification, once these different network operators can be shown to operate
in the same market (allowing for new service combinations: Triple and quadruple
play over the same platform). This is not yet the case but will likely be so in the
future and will vary between countries depending, for example, on the extent of the
cable TV infrastructure. However, even then it will not be easy to deregulate wholesale access because of the sunk costs incurred by the access seekers under ULL and
because of potential asymmetries in market positions between the former telephone
incumbent and these other networks. This leads to the question if the bottleneck property is required for justifying continued regulation or if the dominant position of the
incumbent (or another network) is enough.47 Since there is no straightforward answer,
the conclusions below on deregulation remain somewhat tentative.48

–––––––––––––
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We are here neglecting developments of satellite technologies like ViaSat in the U.S. that
may provide NGA-like services for some regions.
If a dominant market position is viewed as sufficient for requiring regulation then wholesale
access to cable TV networks may also need to be considered in markets where cable dominates.
BOURREAU et al. (2011) add an interesting twist to the essential facilities debate. The view
taken by most applied regulation economists in the U.S. is that duplication of a facility
makes access regulation superfluous, not because the access market now becomes competitive but because the retail consumers now have two choices from vertically integrated firms.
What BOURREAU et al. (2011) show is that the existence of independent non-integrated
downstream firms can distort the competition between the integrated firms and, in particular,
can lead to monopoly results. Since such outcomes are parameter-dependent, the question is
nevertheless if ex ante or ex post regulation is required or if competition policy will do.
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In moving from wholesale access regulation of copper lines in Stage 1 to NGA in
stages 2 and 3 the regulatory efficiency frontier has shifted in three ways.
First, the investments in new access networks are increasingly hard to finance.
Thus, the regulatory emphasis shifts in Stage 2 from static (allocative and productive)
efficiency towards investment and innovation, making soft regulation or cooperative
investments potentially efficient options. The issue of investment incentives interacts
strongly with net neutrality treated below.
Second, depending on the way NGA networks develop (P2P or GPON) ULL may
no longer be the efficient regulatory approach and may have to be replaced by bitstream access. Countries currently depending on ULL may then have a harder time
reaching the regulatory efficiency frontier because of the prior sunk investments in
ULL technology. These investments will raise resistance among the affected competitors against the new technology. At the same time investors in the new access technology may direct their choices towards investments with less regulation (CRANDALL,
EISENACH and INGRAHAM 2013). Fortunately, the emergence of virtual unbundling
may prevent stranding of entrants’ investments and may allow incumbents free technology choices.49 In my view, the new approach by the EC (2013a) of only relying
on price squeeze protection for NGA may go too far, because it does not differentiate
regions by the availability of other inter-modal competition. Instead, the approach just
relies on competitive pressure on NGA from regulated copper access charges. On the
other hand, it reverts to cost-based regulation of NGA wholesale access if there is
neither inter-modal nor copper-based competition.
Third, at stage 3, deregulation will become possible in high-density regions, where
high-speed access can reasonably be duplicated or is already duplicated by cable TV.
Under cooperative investment with a single fixed infrastructure, a regulatory holiday
approach may be efficient that would end if the cooperating partners are shown to
collude. Furthermore, in Stage 3 NGA deregulation should occur in all but rural
areas, once sufficient technical and market developments provide for enough competitive substitutes from, e. g., cable modem, vectoring or broadband mobile (that is not
owned by a dominant fixed network operator). All this is premised on the assumption
that there will be no dominating access technology with the essential facilities property and that enough spectrum is available for 4G to assert competitive pressure on
fixed network technologies.
Table 2 captures the efficient policies for one-way access by stages, densities, and
the presence of cable or other NGA networks. Under the density variable we only
distinguish high population density (metropolitan areas) from low population densities (rural areas).

–––––––––––––
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For a survey of model results for the cost differences between the different FTTH technologies see CRANDALL, EISENACH and INGRAHAM (2013). For an explanation of the technologies see JAY, NEUMANN and PLÜCKEBAUM (2013).
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Table 2: Efficient policies for one-way access
Stage 1: Fixed copper
access network

Stage 2: NGA penetra- Stage 3: Wide NGA
tion begins
penetration

High density areas
with full cable
penetration or with
other NGA
competitor

ULL, bitstream access

Deregulation possible
if no market dominance; otherwise ULL/
bitstream for copper
and non-discriminatory access (retail
minus) for NGA;
deregulation for cooperative investment
(with some oversight)

Deregulation for sure
only if no market
dominance; otherwise
non-discriminatory
access (retail minus)
for NGA; wholesale
access to copper if run
parallel

High density areas
without other NGA
competitor

ULL, bitstream access

ULL, bitstream access
for copper; potentially
non-discriminatory access (retail minus) for
NGA, as long as competitive pressure from
copper

Deregulation only if
independent 4G with
sufficient capacity is
widely available;
otherwise ULL/virtual
access regulation for
NGA (end of regulatory holiday); wholesale access to copper
if run parallel

Low density areas

Bitstream access

Bitstream access

Potential deregulation,
once independent 4G
is widely available by
more than one operator; otherwise wholesale access to copper

2.3 Net neutrality
2.3.1 The problem and its current handling
In the last few years, net neutrality has appeared as a new policy issue in the context of the Internet access of content service providers (CSPs).50 It is a specific type
of bottleneck problem similar to the termination monopoly because the CSPs need to
get access to end-users via ISPs that own the access networks.51 The net neutrality
issue demonstrates the nature of telecommunications as two-sided markets and the
–––––––––––––

50

51

Instead of content service providers CLAFFY and CLARK (2013) use the more general term
of “complementors”.
BOURREAU and LESTAGE (2013), based on KRÄMER, WIEWIORRA and WEINHARDT (2013)
frame this as a retail termination problem.
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key role of content for competition in the converged sector (VOGELSANG 2009), because networks act as platforms that bring together end-users and CSPs.
SCHUETT (2010) distinguishes between net neutrality as a zero price rule and as a
non-discrimination rule, where the latter is divided into menus of quality (second degree price discrimination including prioritization) and degradation of traffic (vertical
foreclosure). The main examples of network neutrality violations so far are (a) blocking of certain content/application providers and (b) quality and/or price discrimination
against or in favor of content and service providers.52 KRÄMER, WIEWIORRA and
WEINHARDT (2013) note that the term “net neutrality” masks several distinct policy
problems, each of which may require different remedies. Differentiating a network
regime from a pricing regime, they include in particular, the policy issues two-sided
pricing (the “termination fee” model), planned QoS differentiation (including the
“CSP tiering” model and discrimination/blocking), and network management.
The net neutrality debate took its roots in the U.S. more than a decade ago.53 The
FCC codified Internet freedoms in December 2010, stipulating that ISPs have to provide transparency on network management, performance and contractual terms for
Internet services, have to treat all Internet traffic without unreasonable discrimination
and cannot deliberately slow or block traffic depending on who created the content
and where it is going. There is a partial exemption for mobile carriers. Reasonable
network management is allowed for all ISPs. These rules are currently under judicial
review with uncertain outcome, because the relevant services concern the Internet.
Since the Internet is classified as an “information service”, common carrier rules that
are applied to telephone services appear to be a non-starter in the U.S.54
The EU has been a latecomer to the net neutrality debate. As late as 2008, the
issue had not really arisen, something that was attributed to the presence of widespread broadband competition based on wholesale access regulation (CARTER, MARCUS and WERNICK 2008). However, net neutrality violations (e. g., prohibiting VOIP
services) in relatively competitive mobile services have been widespread in the EU
for some time. Also, KRÄMER, WIEWIORRA and WEINHARDT (2013) report that in
2009 the German cable TV company Kabel Deutschland was interfering heavily with
data transmission. As a precaution, the EU included a specific provision in its regulations allowing national regulators to prescribe minimum service qualities (EU Directive 2009/136/EC of November 25, 2009). Furthermore, EU rules on transparency
and blocking are similar to those ordered by the FCC (KRÄMER, WIEWIORRA and
WEINHARDT 2013). The EC (2013b) is now proposing more explicit net neutrality
regulations that would include mobile services and allow for priority service, as long
as the QoS of other services is not impaired.
–––––––––––––

52

53
54

For literature reviews see SCHUETT (2010), FAULHABER (2011), and, most systematically,
KRÄMER, WIEWIORRA and WEINHARDT (2013).
See FAULHABER (2011) for more details.
The opposition of ISPs against common carrier obligations is peculiar under FRIEDEN‘s
(2013a) claim that common carrier obligations convey substantial benefits to entities subject
to them.
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Summing up, the net neutrality issue has emerged as a Stage 2 problem both in
the U.S. and the EU.
2.3.2 Theoretical and empirical literature about policies
Quality and price discrimination problems similar to those claimed for net neutrality violations arise in many industries and cause much less policy concerns. They are
usually addressed by competition policies. So, what is different in the ICT sector so
that they should deserve special regulatory treatment? We address two-sided markets,
externalities, network capacity limitations, and the convergence issue.
2.3.2.1 Two-sided markets
One distinguishing feature of the net neutrality issue can be that network operators
want to charge CSPs for the delivery of content (not necessarily at higher priority) in
addition to charging end-users. Most of the theoretical literature recognizes the twosided market nature of the net neutrality problem. Two-sided markets pose intriguing
pricing issues. Efficiency can require payments by both sides to the platform
provider, who in this case is the network operator (ARMSTRONG 2006, ROCHET and
TIROLE 2006). One of the more general results on two-sided markets is that the market side benefiting more from the platform should contribute more to its costs. The
observation that CSPs benefit more from ISP subscribers than vice versa may explain,
why ISPs rather want to impose CSP termination fees than putting surcharges on subscribers.
If ISPs charge “termination fees” for delivering content to end users this increases
CSPs’ costs without increasing their revenues.55 This can reduce the number of CSPs
and/or lower their ability to innovate, nurturing the argument that two-sided pricing
may reduce internet innovation. However, the formal literature as reviewed by
KRÄMER, WIEWIORRA and WEINHARDT (2013) shows that there will likely be a waterbed effect at work, implying that the imposition of a termination fee on CSPs will
lead to a reduction in subscription fees making both CSPs and ISP subscribers better
off. This needs to be qualified on account of potential heterogeneity of subscribers
w.r.t. different content (ECONOMIDES and TÅG 2012). Welfare improvements from
termination fees extend to the case of capacity investments by ISPs (NJOROGE et al.
2010). This need not hold, however, if there are several non-competing ISPs terminating content for each other (MUSACCHIO, SCHWARTZ and WALRAND 2009). Furthermore, the termination fee model could lead to a fragmentation of the Internet because
subscribers mostly single home, while CSPs would not want to pay termination fees to
all ISPs. In line with this KOURANDI, KRÄMER and VALLETTI (2013) show that termi–––––––––––––

55

Most modeling of the net neutrality problem is based on CSPs financing their services
through advertising, the exception being GEE (2013), who separately considers CSPs selling
their services to end-users. In the latter case the network providers want to use discriminatory practices to share in some of the revenues of CSPs, while in the former case they want
to share in the advertising revenues.
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nation fees actually increase the likelihood of Internet fragmentation. However, in their
model net neutrality regulation in the form of a zero price rule is neither a necessary
nor a sufficient condition for preventing fragmentation. They therefore suggest a noexclusivity rule as the appropriate remedy that forbids ISPs and CSPs from striking a
deal on the exclusivity of content. Termination fees could also stand in the way of
subscribers becoming more and more CSPs themselves (LEE and WU 2009).
Summing up, the literature on net neutrality violations via termination fees signals
that there is at best a weak case for forbidding CSP termination fees. However, a
non-discrimination provision and an exemption for very small CSPs may be in order.
2.3.2.2 External effects on other markets
Brennan (2011) argues that quality discrimination against CSPs creates negative
network effects associated with links to other content. According to him, individual
CSPs neglect such links and spillover effects when making their quality choices.56 In
a formal model, Economides and HERMALIN (2012) also show that cross-group
externalities may provide a rationale for net neutrality regulation (zero fees for CSPs),
but that net neutrality can be detrimental under some parameter values. This can hold
both for monopoly and for duopoly network providers. Thus, net neutrality may not
appropriately deal with some of those externalities and spillovers (FAULHABER 2011).
2.3.2.3 Priority service (CSP tiering)
Violations of net neutrality in the form of discrimination by mobile service providers in the U.S. and EU suggest that net neutrality is not a monopoly issue. Instead,
CHOI, JEON and KIM (2013) suggest that net neutrality violations are an issue of dealing with capacity costs and capacity limits. Violations of net neutrality in the form of
priority service or CSP tiering may then be a better way of rationing existing capacity
(KRÄMER and WIEWIORRA 2012) and/or may provide incentives for expansion investments in order to provide faster service to those paying for it (e. g., SPULBER and
YOO 2009). However, both these benefits are not universal.
Prioritization can increase rationing because of a re-congestion effect if the traffic
of CSPs with priority service increases due to the better QoS they can offer their
users (ECONOMIDES and HERMALIN 2012). Because the CSPs compete with each
other, they have interdependent demands so that price and quality discrimination can
raise the price for all, which in this case reduces welfare (CHOI and KIM 2010,
Cheng, BANDYOPADHYAY and GUO 2011). Network providers may have incentives to
reduce expansion investment in order to induce CSPs to choose priority service. As a
–––––––––––––

56

HOGENDORN (2012) makes the related point that ISPs, not CSPs, neglect the links. „So the
ISP makes decisions based on the size of appropriable surplus that each CSP generates and
its bargaining position with the CSP. But there is also unappropriable surplus (i. e. the consumer surplus plus any externalities and complementarities) generated by the CSP. This
could be very large since we are talking about a general purpose infrastructure, and it may
not be correlated with the appropriable part of surplus. That’s where the potential welfare
loss lies.“ (Christiaan Hogendorn in written communication) In his view, this is the justification for common carrier regulation.
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result, the best effort quality may be reduced so much that all CSPs choose priority
service, which is known as the “dirty road fallacy” (SIDAK and TEECE 2010). However, even under efficiency, it is not clear that providing priority service at a higher
price should lead to additional capacity investment. Just like peak-load pricing may
efficiently reduce the required peak capacity, priority pricing may lead to less capacity being needed, because only those wanting priority would pay for it and those not
needing priority might be required to live with slower services (Gee, 2013). Higher
investment in superior network technology can nevertheless result from QoS differentiation that enhances the quality of content provision and therefore increases the
demand for content with higher network QoS requirements (BARANES 2013). In particular, papers that allow for entry of new content make a strong case for the likelihood
of capacity investments under priority service (KRÄMER and WIEWIORRA 2012,
ECONOMIDES and HERMALIN 2012, and BOURREAU, KOURANDI and VALLETTI 2012).
Thus, allowing QoS differentiation could lead to both better utilization of existing
capacity and more efficient (not necessarily more) investment in network capacity.
Based on their reading of the literature, KRÄMER, WIEWIORRA and WEINHARDT
(2013) note that CSP tiering is likely welfare enhancing if the dirt road fallacy can be
avoided. Minimum Qos standards suggested by BRENNAN (2011) could achieve precisely that.
2.3.2.4 Technology convergence of networks
In my view, the net neutrality issue today is closely related to the technology convergence of networks, although the net neutrality arguments have a vintage that precedes the current convergence issues and goes back to over 10 years of developments
related to the Internet’s infrastructure. Originally, the Internet was governed by a
“one-size-fits-all” approach, meaning that all users were faced with the same QoS.
Convergence means integration of communications media and telephone services in
the Internet, which suggests QoS differentiation by service requirements and incentives for bundling the services previously provided by specialized networks.57 Thus,
convergence is associated with highly differentiated services that all travel over now
competing networks. These differentiated services individually came from very different legacy networks, such as telephone and cable TV networks with very different
QoS requirements than traditional Internet access. Cable TV and telephony are currently turning into full IP services that in some way are indistinguishable from the
Internet but are still treated very differently by the cable TV and telephone companies,
who give them “priority” treatment as compared to “ordinary” Internet services. To
the best of my knowledge, regular telephone service has not yet been accused of
violating net neutrality.58 However, telephone service is increasingly delivered over
–––––––––––––

57

58

For the high policy relevance of bundling content with retail access and an assessment of
bundling advantages for cable TV networks see Pereira and VAREDA (2013).
KRÄMER, WIEWIORRA and WEINHARDT (2013) see this as a network management issue.
Recently, CLAFFY and CLARK (2013) have taken up this issue as one of layered platforms.
Their suggested platform approach provides a refreshingly new way of looking at the issue
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the Internet with priorities and other QoS attributes not available to other Internet
connections.59 In addition, specific QoS requirements of many new Internet services
have evolved. All this leads to an economic case for product differentiation. At the
same time, because convergence implies technological similarity it leads to commodity type competition between “pure” networks that offer no content-related services.
Such fierce competition would hamper financing the large-scale investments needed
for NGN and NGA. Content therefore assumes a key role for networks in a converged environment, because it can counter-act the commoditization of networks.60
The net neutrality debate has in some sense reversed the monotonic trend towards
deregulation. However, seen in the context of network convergence, it does not come
as a surprise. While convergence commoditizes the physical networks, the different
networks own complementary assets and know-how that differentiate them from each
other. For example, cable TV networks have been associated with programming,
while (former) telephone networks have not. Thus, (former) telephone networks in
particular would like to gain preferred access to content in order to compete more
successfully with cable TV networks. Seen from the content side, the increased competition between networks would increase economic rents going to content. In contrast, violations of net neutrality would reduce competition between networks and
transfer content rents to the violating network.
Under convergence, CSPs can in principle access consumers directly and non-discriminately (net neutrality). Without net neutrality, CSPs no longer have guaranteed
free access to networks and their subscribers. This changes the bargaining position of
content vis-à-vis networks and particularly affects how CSPs compete with network/
content bundles of a network provider. In particular, lack of network neutrality makes
exclusive contracts with networks more attractive to CSPs (by disadvantaging other
content). Exclusivity arrangements restrict choice of subscribers for content and can
lead to a fragmentation of the Internet or even to the tipping of networks in favour of
one operator. This is similar to the age-old interconnection issue for telephony, where
it led to universal interconnection as the solution.
Assisted by the feature that consumers are single homing, incumbents as ISPs can
offer CSPs a large share of a content market. This makes them attractive to CSPs for
–––––––––––––
59

60

of what areas to regulate and what areas not to regulate. In my view, it is related to the EC
approach of using market definitions to delineate areas potentially subject to regulation.
Content delivery networks like Akamai, while an important substitute for priority service,
have also stayed mostly outside the net neutrality debate.
This links back to bottleneck access regulation discussed above in Section 2.2. Jan Krämer
(in written communication) believes that the net neutrality issue (today) is really only driven
by the fact that broadband offers customers the opportunity to circumvent the traditional
telco services (voice, SMS), which resulted in diminishing returns from these traditional
cash cows. In other words, they lost their gatekeeper position. This has caused network
providers to rethink their position in the value chain and to become inventive in tapping
new revenue streams. To him it is actually quite surprising that network providers did not
find out earlier that they could monetize these gates.
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exclusivity arrangements, which lead to violations of net neutrality against other
CSPs (and other networks) and can even exclude rivals without a margin squeeze.
Even networks with small market shares can be “competitive bottlenecks”, because
they “own” access to their customers. However, in order to attract subscribers networks are interested in providing many types of content, a characteristic that would
favor inclusiveness.
Thus, net neutrality violations pose a tradeoff for CSPs with market power. On the
one hand, exclusive contracts with networks (or fixed take-it-or-leave-it offers) reduce
double marginalization, but also reduce the portion of the market that can be captured
by the content supplier. On the other hand, exclusive contracts with CSPs can
increase market power of networks and exclude rival networks. That potentially
reduces the surplus available to the content supplier but the increase in market power
is valued by the network, which will likely pay for it.
Summing up, convergence enhances the incidence of net neutrality violations. It
will, in particular, be associated with vertical integration, exclusivity arrangements
between CSPs and ISPs and preferential treatment of CSPs associated with an ISP.
The latter includes priority service for telephone and TV.
2.3.2.5 Net neutrality, network competition and competition policy
In the last section, we argued that net neutrality violations may be driven by the
desire to reduce fierce competition between networks. In addition, net neutrality
issues abound in the mobile sector with worldwide more robust competition than the
fixed network sector (CHOI, JEON and KIM 2013). In contrast, the current section
focuses on the effects of net neutrality violations as a function of network competition. Since the net neutrality issue resembles the termination monopoly issue of
Section 2.1, this is not unlike the competitive bottleneck issue treated there.
In a two-sided market model with two competing internet platforms and a continuum of heterogeneous CSPs, BOURREAU, KOURANDI and VALLETTI (2012) show
that in a discriminatory regime with priority pricing network investment and content
innovation are both higher and welfare is increased compared to a net neutrality regime. Increased competition among CSPs resulting from discrimination may make
CSPs worse off, though.
In contrast, the CHOI, JEON and KIM (2013) competition model with elastic demand (Hotelling model with hinterlands) establishes a somewhat surprising equivalence to a monopoly model with fixed demand.61 Thus, their model could explain
how net neutrality violations reduce competition. The main feature driving this model
is the assumption of QoS coordination for traffic between competing ISPs via reciprocal wholesale termination arrangements that lead to a collusive outcome based on the
assumption of highly asymmetric traffic between CSPs and end-users. In my view,
–––––––––––––

61

Based on KOURANDI, KRÄMER and VALLETTI (2013) Jan Krämer (in written communication) notes that if one assumes that content multi homes, but consumers single home, then
the results of the papers considering monopoly ISPs will by and large carry over to the case
of competing (symmetric) ISPs.
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however, this assumption was valid some time ago (at Stage 1) but is no longer valid
(at stages 2 and 3).62 Nevertheless, the collusive outcome is intuitively appealing.
Market power of CSPs is barely touched upon in the net neutrality literature,
although the market power of Google, Amazon and the like is the subject of political
debate and antitrust cases.63 There is thus a countervailing market power issue, which
makes it unclear if large CSPs should favor or oppose net neutrality (KRÄMER,
WIEWIORRA and WEINHARDT 2013).
Overall, it appears that network competition is likely to mellow the net neutrality
problem. This would suggest that the “network diversity” approach (SPULBER and
YOO 2009) has merits under network competition.
2.3.2.6 Network management
ISPs have always managed their networks in order to provide their services. Some
of these management techniques, such as blocking or tracking illegal content, very
much look like violations of net neutrality. Thus, it can be difficult to distinguish
network management from violations of net neutrality. In some cases the distinction
becomes obvious. For example, blocking of the file-sharing software BitTorrent by
Comcast occurred often during off-peak times, when capacity was not restricted in
any way. However, views differ on whether prioritizing certain types of traffic, such
as voice communications, and charging for priority represent reasonable traffic management. The murkiness of network management practices therefore justifies transparency requirements (FAULHABER 2011).
2.3.2.7 Empirical evidence on net neutrality issues
There are very few empirical cases of documented net neutrality violations.
FAULHABER (2011) cites four cases in the U.S. over a period of ten years and doubts
that a real net neutrality problem exists. Only the discriminatory practices in the mobile sector indicate frequent and continuing discriminatory behaviour.64 The lack of
empirical evidence therefore raises the question if the net neutrality problem is largely
restricted to specific problems of the mobile sector and if there are enough harms
justifying specific regulation. A negative answer to the last question is further backed
by the thorough reviews of vertical relationships between firms in general by
–––––––––––––
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63

64

Their result on collusive outcomes is more complicated and less intuitive than the wellknown LRT (1998a) result mentioned in Section 2.1 above in that it includes prices and qualities and uses the off-net cost pricing principle (LAFFONT et al. 2003: LMRT). DEGRABA
(2003, 2004) has pointed out that for the off-net cost pricing principle to work requires extreme asymmetry in traffic between CSPs and content users. This assumption is also made by
CHOI, JEON and KIM (2013). It may have been valid, when LMRT wrote their paper but holds
much less today.
CHOI and KIM (2010) allow for different bargaining power between network and CSPs,
while HOGENDORN (2007) explicitly works out this issue. Not only CSPs but also device
manufacturers like Apple can exert market power on networks. See HAZLETT (2012).
See, however, FAULHABER and FARBER (2010b), who argue that the alleged offences no
longer persist in the U.S.
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LAFONTAINE and SLADE (2007 and 2008), which demonstrate empirically that very
few vertical “restraints” are harmful to consumers.
FAULHABER (2011) argues that any economic model concluding that net neutrality
violations with detrimental effects for economic efficiency are very likely to occur
must be based on new Internet developments that have not occurred over the last
decade. We have, in particular, argued above that accelerating convergence will either
require or at least be associated with more service differentiations that will look like
net neutrality violations. However, they will not necessarily be harmful.
2.3.2.8 Conclusions for net neutrality policy from the literature
Net neutrality violations in the form of termination fees and paid priority services
are likely to become part of the ISP tool set that should generally be allowed, subject to non-discrimination provisions and potential exemptions for small CSPs. The
dirt road fallacy can be avoided through minimum quality standards and transparency requirements. Convergence will lead to net neutrality violations in the form of
network differentiation. This will soften network competition and may thereby enhance network investment. It could, however, also lead to Internet fragmentation or
network tipping, both harming consumers. While in principle the latter can be remedied under competition policy, the former may require policy tools like interconnection.
According to KOCSIS and DE BIJL (2007) a clear policy recommendation on net
neutrality and its violations can only be formulated against port blocking and deliberate quality degradation under lack of competition. In contrast, the net detrimental or
net beneficial effects of CSP access tiering depend on the relationship between static
inefficiency effects and dynamic efficiencies or inefficiencies. The static inefficiencies
result from market power increases due to product differentiation and from impairment of competitors through vertical restrictions. In contrast, the potential dynamic
efficiencies result from the higher profit opportunities from innovations in networks,
while dynamic inefficiencies can come from reduced innovations in content. It is not
clear if all these effects can be readily identified in practice.
2.3.3 Application of the literature to new developments
Since network neutrality is itself a new problem, the technical and market developments have already been included in the previous analysis. There are other neutrality
issues looming up and down the value chain of the Internet (e. g., device neutrality
and search neutrality), which pose some similar issues (KRÄMER, WIEWIORRA and
WEINHARDT 2013).
Convergence is likely to lead to more net neutrality violations, most based on
vertical integration, exclusivity arrangements between CSPs and ISPs and preferential
treatment of ISP associated CSPs. Since these practices have the potential of being
efficiency improving as well as being anticompetitive, there should be no ex ante
prohibition but rather an ex post correction of any anti-competitive effects.
In spite of a potentially high incidence of net neutrality violations under ISP competition it appears that network competition is likely to mellow the net neutrality pro-
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blem. This would suggest that the “network diversity” approach (SPULBER and YOO
2009) has merits under network competition.
While there is hardly any empirical literature, the theoretical contributions clarified
the trade-off nature of net neutrality violations. But that precisely makes ex ante
policies or per se rules unlikely to be optimal. Achieving net neutrality is hardly ever
so good that we should prescribe it under all circumstances. There are cases where it
may be better to have some differentiation or discrimination in the market. Those
circumstances should lead to a policy of differentiating cases and adjusting to them
rather than forbidding everything. While ex ante regulation is not good at dealing
with such differentiated issues, ex post competition policy neglects externalities and
is restricted to market power issues, when it comes to discriminatory practices. It
might therefore need to be complemented by lower levels of regulation than a strict
net neutrality policy.
The least intrusive form of such ex ante regulation would be some general transparency requirements for QoS and network management. QoS differentiations, once
they come, will be very hard for consumers to evaluate. A particular danger is that,
by providing an additional superior service, the networks may also want to deteriorate
the current best effort service. Being forced to publish their QoS may induce the
networks to become more competitive on the quality front (SLUIJS, SCHUETT and
HENZE 2011). This should hold even though transparency will always be imperfect,
because QoS across different networks will be subject to fluctuations and will be hard
to guarantee. Nevertheless, transparency would hopefully suffice to let only reasonable discrimination survive.
Somewhat more intrusive would be a non-discrimination policy similar to a common carrier obligation. This would, in particular, include a prohibition of blocking or
throttling of particular websites, while offering different service levels at different
posted prices would be allowed. The non-discrimination provision should also apply
to CSP termination charges where, in addition, an exemption for very small CSPs
may be in order. The spread of IP-based telephony also calls into question the interconnection requirements currently applicable to telephone services. It is quite clear
that an interconnection obligation will have to be adapted to an Internet environment
(WERBACH 2013) in order to avoid a fragmentation of the Internet (KRÄMER,
WIEWIORRA and WEINHARDT 2013) and the tipping of markets, which could happen
if subscribers single-home. In the U.S., the FCC is leading the way to what FRIEDEN
(2013b) calls “quasi-common carrier” status, meaning an obligation to interconnect
but without a duty to publish the terms and to charge the same to everyone. In my
view, in light of the empirical evidence on efficiencies from vertical integration, the
integration of networks and content provision should also be allowed. Access of
others to the integrated network would, however, have to be non-discriminatory (and
subject to a price-squeeze provision). A stronger form of non-discrimination would
be a no-exclusivity rule in order to prevent Internet fragmentation (KOURANDI,
KRÄMER and VALLETTI 2013). Such a rule could, however, also be part of an ex post
policy that only intervenes if fragmentation becomes serious.
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A third level would be minimum quality standards for a basic service based on the
network externality argument (BRENNAN 2011), something that has already been the
aim of net neutrality regulation in Europe (KNIEPS 2011). At the same time, priority
service with a termination charge should be allowed. Minimum QoS standards could
help avoid the dirt road fallacy.
The regulatory efficiency frontier for net neutrality is likely to involve three aspects. First, the more competitive ISPs are, the more likely that “violations” of net
neutrality will be efficient (BOURREAU, KOURANDI and VALLETTI 2012). Thus, a general policy of prescribing net neutrality is likely to be inefficient (SCHUETT 2010).
Second, while in many cases the tools of (ex post) competition policies are likely to
be more efficient than ex ante regulation, they are not designed to deal with the network externalities problems associated with net neutrality violations and with discriminations in a competitive environment. This suggests intermediate policies such as
transparency requirements, (“quasi”-) “common” carrier rules, or minimum quality
regulation for a basic service. In the language of Stage 1 and Stage 2 policies, these
are symmetric regulations rather than the asymmetric dominant carrier rules used for
one-way access. In deciding which of these policies to apply, a wait-and-see approach
may be appropriate. A transparency requirement may be applied right away, because
it provides information on the necessity of the next steps, which would only be applied if significant inefficiencies occur. Third, there will be interactions between net
neutrality and other policy areas. For example, to the extent that access policy increases network competition, it may obviate net neutrality policy. To the extent that
net neutrality violations reduce network competition network access policy is less
likely to interfere with desired NGN/NGA investment.
Table 3 shows efficient policies distinguished by policy issues. In addition, competition policy should be applied to all potential net neutrality violations. In my view,
the net neutrality issue will have to play itself out in practice rather than through
wide-ranging prohibitions. In particular, convergence of telephony, TV and the Internet will reveal the necessity of priority services that regulators will have to accommodate.
Table 3: Efficient policies for net neutrality
Policy issues

Stage 1: Internet only

Stage 2: Emerging
convergence

Stage 3: Full-blown
convergence

Termination fee

No issue

Common carrier of quasi-common carrier rule

Priority service

No active issue

Transparency requirements; minimum quality
standards

Blocking/throttling Transparency requirements; common carrier or quasi-common carrier
and exclusivity ar- rule
rangements between
ISPs and CSPs
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2.4 Spectrum management
2.4.1 The problem and its current handling
Spectrum management has become a focal policy instrument in many countries
because it not only affects the availability of a valuable resource and helps increase
competition in the mobile sector but also can provide substantial income to governments. With this combination of attributes, it is likely to stay policy relevant for a
long time. Over the last 20 years, spectrum policy has significantly moved away from
bureaucratic intervention. Market-based instruments in the form of spectrum auctions
have replaced beauty contests for the assignment of spectrum and spectrum licenses
have become more fungible with the possibility of being traded. In addition, unassigned spectrum has gained ground where spectrum is less scarce and where interference can be avoided (or overcome by new technologies). The aim of spectrum
management is to maximize the economic value of spectrum use by getting more
communication out of given frequencies and by increasing the amount of frequencies
available for use.
2.4.1.1 U.S. policy approaches
1. License system
In the U.S., federal spectrum allocation preceded federal telecommunications regulation. In providing licenses to existing radio stations, the state limited market entry
and assumed influence over programming principles (HAZLETT 2008a). These licenses were renewable and therefore established strong property rights.65
The traditional approach to spectrum licensing in the U.S. has been first to allocate
a slice of spectrum to a particular use (e. g., radio broadcasting) along with permitted
technologies and business models. This administrative assignment of frequency
ranges to particular uses has been criticized as inefficient, because it is not guided by
the value of frequencies to alternative users and therefore not maximizing welfare.
The fear of interference leads to endemic underutilization of administratively assigned
spectrum (HAZLETT 2008a). In a second step, licenses are assigned to users, which
was originally done on a “first come, first serve” basis (CAVE 2013), then in “beauty
contests”, followed by lotteries and, since the early 1990s, through auctions
(HAZLETT 2008a). Such licenses include restrictions on power levels and technologies, in order to avoid interference.
The system of cellular licenses has been associated with much broader rights than
previously awarded licenses for broadcast stations and thereby has been moving
towards “de facto spectrum ownership” (HAZLETT 2008a). In particular, cellular
licenses have been de facto tradable. The necessity for such trading became particularly urgent for cellular spectrum licenses that had originally been handed out for
–––––––––––––
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The licensees can expect their licences to be renewed without additional charges, as long as
they meet some minimal standards, such as build-outs, quality of service and, in the case of
TV and radio CSPs, basic standards of public decency.
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many small geographical areas on the basis of beauty contests and lotteries, which
resulted in inefficient and disparate license areas of mobile network providers. Thus,
early on in the mobile age, the mobile network providers bought and sold spectra in
order to accumulate more efficient and contiguous areas. This was particularly true
for MacCaw Cellular (later bought by AT&T), Nextel (now Sprint Nextel) and Voice
Stream (now T-Mobile), which were largely put together by spectrum acquisitions.
Such acquisitions usually occur in the form of license transfers with all rights and
obligations, and they are usually subject to FCC approval. Spectrum leasing is a newer form of transfer, under which the license holder (legally) remains the same. Leases
can be short term or long term, the latter being a close substitute for spectrum trade.
The potential role for secondary markets today goes further and includes the legal
basis for spectrum sharing in the form of private commons, which would allow for
concurrent secondary users.
2. Unlicensed spectrum
Unlicensed spectrum has for a long time been used for low-power local communication (incl. Wi-Fi). Users require no licenses but must use certified radio equipment
and comply with technical requirements. The FCC has deliberately tried to increase
the availability of unlicensed spectrum. For example, white spaces in unused spectrum of TV channels are scheduled for unlicensed use.
3. Auctions
In the U.S., spectrum auctions were first held in 1994 and are now required as the
allocation method for spectrum licenses. Beauty contests and lotteries proved too
slow and too bureaucratic for allocating spectrum for wireless communications
(CRAMTON 2013) and are no longer allowed. New types of so-called „incentive”
auctions are planned for the reallocation of spectrum from broadcasting to cellular
use. Such incentive auctions will try to repurpose existing spectrum rights by encouraging existing broadcast television licensees to voluntarily give up spectrum in
exchange for a share in the revenues generated from new licenses auctioned off for
this spectrum. As a simple value proposition, this should be a win-win situation for
cellular, broadcasting and the government, because the value of spectrum per MHzpop for mobile services is estimated at 1.28 $ versus only 0.11–0.15 $ for broadcasting (FCC 2008 and 2010, cited by KWEREL, LAFONTAINE and SCHWARTZ 2012).
Although the FCC cannot take away spectrum rights from broadcasters, it can move
them into other bands (“repacking”). This facilitates auctions based on generic spectrum rights within the UHF spectrum range. There will be a complicated set of two
types of auctions, one to relinquish spectrum (“reverse auction”), one to acquire spectrum (“forward auction”). As a by-product these auctions will also increase the
amount of unlicensed spectrum (KWEREL, LAFONTAINE and SCHWARTZ 2012).
4. Market power issues
In the U.S., market power has traditionally been a major issue for the assignment of
spectrum to mobile carriers. In the 1990s, the FCC had instated spectrum caps, thereby
effectively limiting the market power of winning bidders in spectrum auctions. At that
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time this was the only federal regulation of market power for mobile telephone providers and was ended in the early 2000s. As a consequence of this deregulatory move, the
national mobile network oligopoly was allowed to grow tighter so that, effectively, only
two market leaders and two followers survived. Competition in mobile services is currently characterized by the four nationwide competitors with an HHI ≈ 2570 (FCC
2013). With convergence and the prospects for quadruple play (i. e., the provision of
Internet, video, telephone and mobile services as a single package) the position of the
two market leaders may actually strengthen so that a de facto duopoly cannot be ruled
out (unless the small mobile carriers merge with cable companies).
Today, spectrum caps have been replaced by spectrum screens that allow for more
flexibility. However, the failed AT&T/T-Mobile merger shows high policy sensitivity
with respect to market power, and the planned incentive auctions have reignited the
debate about spectrum caps vs. spectrum screens so that AT&T and Verizon may face
restrictions in upcoming incentive auctions. According to HAHN and SINGER (2012),
the large U.S. carriers currently face tighter spectrum license constraints than their
smaller competitors (on a million subscribers per MHz basis).
Starting in 2008, an open access requirement has been included in the 700MZ
spectrum auctions. While FAULHABER and FARBER (2010a) argue that the open access
requirements led to decreased value of spectrum assets by about 60%, CRAMTON
(2013) contends that auction results across spectrum bands cannot really be compared. Nevertheless, the results suggest that open access policies may be costly for
the economy.
2.4.1.2 EU approaches
Within the EU, the UK has been the pacesetter in spectrum policy. The UK has
been moving towards an increase in flexible use spectrum, based on a suggestion by
CAVE (2002). In 2003, the UK communications regulator Ofcom adopted a strategy
of sharply reducing the percentage of spectrum that was allocated by command and
control. This, however, turned out to be more difficult than envisaged. Nevertheless,
by 2010 the share of markets as the allocation method had increased from 0% to 35%
and the share of commons from 4% to 5% (CAVE 2013). Spectrum bands have been
auctioned with some limited flexibility of use. Spectrum in some bands can be traded
in secondary markets, but the trading activity has been limited so far. CAVE (2013)
explains the lack of major trades by the property of spectrum as a strategic resource
for mobile operators. Spectrum in bands with scarcity but no auctions is subject to
administered incentive pricing (AIP, discussed below) based on the opportunity cost
of spectrum. This includes spectrum held by government agencies. In non-scarce
spectrum bands only charges covering administrative costs are levied. Furthermore,
there has been refarming of spectrum freed up by the move from analog to digital
TV. The UK has also pioneered new definitions of usage rights, where the rights of
license holders are defined by maximum interference levels rather than maximum
power levels (CAVE and WEBB 2011).
The EC (2013b) is taking initiatives for international coordination of spectrum policies and spectrum allocations. This is particularly important in light of the small size
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of European countries and the amount of unusable spectrum in order to avoid interference across borders (PCAST 2012).
2.4.1.3 Conclusions on current spectrum policies
Spectrum policy has come quite a long way from administrative assignment to
auctions, tradable licenses, secondary spectrum markets and unlicensed spectrum. All
these policies are part of Stage 1, but continue into stages 2 and 3 with further expansion and refinement.
2.4.2 Theoretical and empirical literature about policies
The premise to economic analyses of spectrum allocation is that spectrum is scarce
and valuable. The most natural approach of economists to the allocation of scarce
goods is the assignment of property rights, if feasible in the form of ownership
(COASE 1959). A large part of the spectrum literature is therefore about the feasibility
of different types of property rights and the discussion of paths to full ownership
(CAVE, DOYLE and WEBB 2007). Interestingly, a competing approach calls for an
increase in unlicensed spectrum and therefore much weaker property rights normally
associated with commons (WERBACH 2004). The approach of strengthened property
rights is based on the exclusion principle and the ability to sell rights to others so that
the value of and the benefits from spectrum are maximized. Interference between different spectrum uses is avoided through Coasean bargaining or liability/tort action. A
spectrum owner has the right to be free of interference inside its geographical area or
spectrum range. In contrast, under unlicensed spectrum it is in the interest of every
user to find spectrum that is free from interference. This is said to provide incentives
for innovations in new radio equipment technologies that find such spectrum, easily
travel from one wavelength to another or are otherwise robust against interference. In
principle both approaches can result in high spectrum use. However, the unlicensed
approach crucially depends on technical developments to avoid interference, while
the approach of enhanced property rights benefits from such developments but does
not depend on them. In fact, HAZLETT (2008a) argues that new technologies able to
allow communications without property rights were first created for use under exclusive spectrum rights. Since unlicensed spectrum already plays a significant role in
spectrum allocation, the experience there can be used to decide how much more spectrum should be unlicensed
2.4.2.1 Licenses and associated rights
KWEREL and WILLIAMS (2002) distinguish two types of spectrum liberalization
policies, flexibility to particular users (e. g., secondary use) and reallocation of spectrum from one use to another. Full spectrum liberalization would mean that spectrum
can be sold in secondary markets and can be used for other than the original license
holder’s services. In this case, one can expect two opposing effects (HAZLETT 2008b).
First, additional spectrum from other frequency bands could become available for
cellular use, leading to a price reduction for spectrum. Second, other uses and users
will try to acquire spectrum that until now was used for cellular communications,
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leading to price increases. HAZLETT’s (2008b) quantitative-empirical analysis of international frequency auctions in countries with and without restrictions on secondary
markets shows significantly and 61% lower auction results for the liberalized markets,
taking into consideration other influencing factors. This indicates a sizable reduction
in spectrum scarcity. Spectrum liberalization therefore seems to be a good policy so
that a case can be made for unregulated secondary spectrum markets (MAYO and
WALLSTEN 2010).
Spectrum ownership rights are hard to define and complex (WEISER and HATFIELD
2007/2008). However, these difficulties in defining spectrum rights apply similarly to
regulators as to private parties. HAZLETT (2008a) suggests that courts can fill the void
of incompletely defined rights better than any administrative spectrum allocation
can.66 He points to the success of cellular license coordination and trading between
carriers and to contracts between license holders and entities like On-Star or MVNOs
for spectrum access. Hazlett further suggests that technical specifications by regulators can largely be replaced by well-designed dispute resolution mechanisms. The
FCC can also set limits on interference and let license holders bargain over and monitor actual quality measures. A total lack of interference would signal underutilized
airwaves (HAZLETT 2008a).
According to HAZLETT (2008a), compared to case-by-case administrative decisions, spectrum markets eliminate unutilized spectrum and administrative delays in
making spectrum available. Furthermore, conflicts are dealt with more efficiently and
expeditiously. Tradeoffs between harmful interference with one communication and
development of another communication can be dealt with based on economic rather
than engineering parameters. Nevertheless, both technical and organizational developments are required before genuine ownership rights can be implemented for spectrum.
In particular, spectrum sharing is gradually taking shape. CAICEDO and STINE (2013)
develop ways to include spectrum consumption modeling (SCM) as a core element of
a functioning market for spectrum sharing. They also argue that spectrum sharing
requires an organized market, in which a regulator could well play a role just like
today in organized markets for electricity. ALTAMIMI, WEISS and MCHENRY (2013)
analyze enforcement issues for spectrum sharing by government agencies, but similar
enforcement issues need to be addressed by sharing between private parties. In particular, there are tradeoffs between ex ante rules that avoid interference and ex post
rules on monitoring and compensation. Thus, spectrum sharing associated both with
licensed and unlicensed spectrum raises the issue of defining and implementing usage
rights (CAVE and WEBB 2011). While spectrum sharing can be profitable for primary
license holders (DAOUD, ALANYALI and STAROBINSKI 2013), not much sharing has
happened yet and technological developments are slower than were expected a decade ago (TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY 2013).

–––––––––––––
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SHLEIFER (2011) argues strongly that the ability of courts in efficiently resolving such issues
is quite limited.
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2.4.2.2 Spectrum auctions
While the objective of auctions often is revenue maximization, this is not the proper goal of spectrum auctions, which should allocate spectrum to the users who value
it most (CRAMTON 2013). Nevertheless, revenues are a welcome by-product in the
political process and can soften politicians to give up idle or less productively used
spectrum. Although design issues have marred a number of spectrum auctions outside
the U.S., the overall experience has been a major success.67 Failures included the first
auctions in New Zealand, where the second-price auction design led to very low auction revenues and overly high 3G auction revenues in the UK and Germany in 2000/
2001, which (in spite of build-out requirements) may have stifled 3G investments in
those countries. According to KLEMPERER (2002) and CRAMTON (2013) the latter
auction results were based on insufficient price discovery and on stock prices in a
bubble situation rather than a solid analysis of values. Overall, however, there is no
evidence that auctions have raised prices of mobile services or otherwise resulted in
worse outcomes than beauty contests (MORRIS 2005 and KWEREL 2000). While spectrum auction design at this point has only marginal influence on whether auctions are
being used or not, it can have large effects on the extent of regulation and the functioning of spectrum markets (for surveys see MCMILLAN 1994, MCAFEE and
MCMILLAN 1996, and CRAMTON 2002 and 2013).
Starting in 1994, the U.S. has pioneered and refined simultaneous ascending auctions, which created a world-wide standard for auction design. The simultaneous
ascending auctions are designed to allocate spectrum bands with a predetermined use.
Thus, they require a prior step of assigning bands to particular uses. This then remains a major regulatory task that takes time and resources, and that may explain,
why this auction format continues to be preferred by regulators. In contrast, the UK
has more recently moved towards combinatorial clock auctions. The combinatorial
clock auction allows bidders to sort themselves in such a way that the allocation of
bands to uses can be achieved simultaneously with the auction (CRAMTON 2013).
This is done through a two-step auction design, where in the first step the quantity of
spectrum is allocated to winning bidders and in the second step the exact frequencies
are assigned. While Cramton argues that the combinatorial auction format saves time
and haggling for the allocation of bands to uses, there is experimental evidence that
combinatorial clock auctions are too complicated for the bidders (BICHLER,
SHABALIN and WOLF 2013). This would preclude the theoretical efficiency gains
from actually being realized. This raises doubts if the combinatorial clock auction can
provide a more efficient allocation of uses than an administrative or political process.
Very different from the auctions for long-term spectrum licenses would be realtime auctions for spectrum (GANDHI et al. 2007). They would allocate licenses on a
very short term basis just like real-time pricing for wholesale electricity. According to
CRAMTON (2013) the technology of devices is not yet advanced enough to accommo–––––––––––––
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Although, at least in Europe, the reputation of auctions among practitioners appears to be
fading (Karl-Heinz Neumann in oral communication).
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date the flexibility required for such auctions. However, it is not clear that such spot
markets could not be used alongside with long-term contracts. Those would, however
require that long-term licenses co-exist with spot transactions.
Auctions are most suitable for fairly large chunks of spectrum (in terms of bandwidth, geographic coverage and license duration). Small spectrum users are therefore
largely excluded (PCAST 2012). In order to include those potentially many users
other allocation methods, such as sharing or leasing, have to be made available.
Another price mechanism as an alternative to auctions consists of AIP, which uses
an opportunity cost approach. AIP means that spectrum users pay for spectrum use
on a continuous basis. Compared to auctions this lowers the risk for spectrum users,
because payment only occurs if spectrum is used and is adapted to opportunity costs
of spectrum. Also, because of their property as variable costs such royalties can
reduce competition in the wireless communications markets if the fees are directly
linked to spectrum use (RHEE 2012).68 In contrast, spectrum auctions for licenses
create fixed (and often sunk) costs that increase competition in the market but exclude
rivals and reduce competition for the market. Measuring the opportunity cost of spectrum has been done for Italy by CAMBINI and GARELLI (2011) and for the UK by
Ofcom, but this turns out to be a daunting task so that woefully crude approximations
have been used (CAVE 2013). This makes AIP a highly imperfect pricing method that
nevertheless could be applied in cases where auctions are inappropriate, such as for
spectrum used by state agencies.
2.4.2.3 Market power issues
Since spectrum is one of the main determinants of wireless capacity, the ability to
command spectrum combined with the scarcity of spectrum can allow spectrum
holders to foreclose competition. Thus, the willingness to pay (WtP) for spectrum
may be higher for large incumbents if, by acquiring spectrum, they can foreclose
market competition. On the other hand, spectrum caps for large players increase their
costs/lower QoS relative to smaller players with same amount of spectrum. Thus,
using spectrum caps as a policy instrument requires a delicate balancing act between
curtailing market power and tilting the playing field in favor of entrants.
Market power cannot only be applied in the downstream wireless markets but also
in the auctions, thereby influencing the amount and quality of spectrum acquired and
prices paid by dominant firms. Such market power and collusion problems have been
issues in simultaneous ascending auctions (CRAMTON 2013).
The market power of large players in the spectrum market is likely to lessen the
more versatile spectrum becomes. Reduction of market power is therefore a potential
side benefit of spectrum liberalization.

–––––––––––––
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Such competition-reducing effects in the market as opposed to for the market would also
hold for license royalties as a percentage of service revenues. Furthermore, such royalties
would not reflect scarcity values.
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2.4.2.4 Unlicensed spectrum
Some experts, such as WERBACH (2004), and the U.S. President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST 2012) support a vast extension of unlicensed spectrum way beyond its current uses. What is missing in the literature is a
comparative evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages of licensed versus unlicensed spectrum that would allow informed decisions on the appropriate sphere for
each. While “commons” have a bad reputation among economists, they can save on
transaction costs and can lead to greater spectrum use and to the development of
devices that avoid interference.
Generally, unlicensed spectrum (as a commons) works best in an environment with
little or no scarcity, such as for devices requiring little bandwidth or power, the prime
modern example being Wi-Fi (CRAMTON 2013). However, more recently, new technological developments have opened up the potential for more uses via devices that
can find and move to unused parts of the spectrum.
While HAZLETT (2008a) observes that the governmental restrictions placed on
emission levels etc. for unlicensed spectrum effectively still exclude most wireless
activities, CUI and WEISS (2013) claim that “offloading” strategies of wireless carriers
are crowding out genuine unlicensed activities. Even if unlicensed spectrum gives
users the freedom and incentive to economize on its use the allocation of spectrum
bands to the unlicensed bandwidth remains administrative and therefore not subject to
the same cost-benefit calculation that actual users would make (FAULHABER 2006).
In principle “unlicensed” spectrum could be part of a licensing regime, where
license holders could set aside spectrum for open uses and charge license fees from
the makers of devices using such spectrum (KWEREL and WILLIAMS 2002). Such an
approach would allow for a unified property regime that eliminates ad hoc administrative allocations of spectrum (HAZLETT 2008a).
Related to unlicensed spectrum is the unlicensed use of licensed spectrum bands
with the provision that licensed users are not hindered by interference. This may open
up vast resources in spectrum bands occupied by government users who cannot be
moved, but occupy large bandwidth. In combination with tiny cells and therefore low
power requirements such bandwidth can support LTE services (PCAST 2012).
2.4.2.5 Conclusions on the literature on spectrum policies
Spectrum policy can be characterized by a proliferation of various market-based
approaches that successively replace administrative spectrum allocation. Already in
Stage 1 liberalization advances by expanding property rights of license holders to
trade licenses and allow for secondary use of licensed spectrum. Also restrictions on
uses have been reduced. First-time assignment of spectrum by simultaneous ascending bid auctions has been successful and has matured, but it does not cover assignment of spectrum areas to specific uses, which is still done administratively. The large
task for Stage 2 is the reassignment of spectrum currently used for broadcasting to
mobile communication. This will be done in incentive auctions in the U.S. but may
also be done through combinatorial block auctions that combine assignment of spectrum to specific uses with assignment to specific bidders. In Stage 2 market power
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issues in auctions and for spectrum may lessen, as more and more spectrum is traded
in market-based processes. Unlicensed spectrum is likely to expand. However, determining the appropriate range of unlicensed spectrum may have to depend on new
technical developments.
2.4.3 Application of literature to new technical and market developments
In recent years, the amount and value of spectrum used for cellular mobile telephony and broadband has increased rapidly in absolute terms and relative to the value
of spectrum used for broadcasting (HAZLETT 2008a). As a result, one of the main
tasks of spectrum allocation is to shift spectrum from broadcasting to cellular uses
and to make additional (government) spectrum available. On top of that the available
spectrum needs to be used more thoroughly.
Shifting spectrum use from broadcasting to cellular mobile telephony and broadband could in principle be achieved under private spectrum ownership. However,
such a lumpy shift requires more coordination and planning than the market could
achieve in the time required (KWEREL, LAFONTAINE and SCHWARTZ 2012).69 Consequently, the FCC would have significant advantages repurposing spectrum rights
within the relevant spectrum bands, in which spectrum users with similar architectures can be grouped together. Thus, if one wants to use real estate as an analogy the
regulator’s role would be that of zoning frequency bands and making sure that the
zoning laws are followed but otherwise allow for private ownership. This requires a
specialized regulatory agency (WEISER and HATFIELD 2007/2008). Even where government usage of spectrum cannot be moved to other frequency bands, sharing (at
lower priority than the government) may be possible and avail private users of enormous resources (PCAST 2012), but the technical developments may take time to
come to fruition (TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY 2013).
Table 4: Efficient policies for radio spectrum
Stage 1: New assignment of
spectrum to uses

Additional features of Stage 2: Additional features of Stage 3:
Changing spectrum uses
Liberalizing spectrum uses

Simultaneous ascending
auctions; spectrum caps;
renewable licenses with secondary trading possibilities;
unlicensed spectrum

Incentive auctions for repurposing spectrum; first
attempts with combinatorial
clock auctions; secondary
trading possibilities across
uses; more unlicensed
spectrum

Refined combinatorial clock
auctions; widespread spectrum sharing; possibly
moving to full-blown spectrum ownership; unlicensed
spectrum could become part
of a unified property regime.

In relation to the choice between private ownership and unlicensed spectrum our
current reading of the literature is that unlicensed spectrum will continue to play a
–––––––––––––
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CAVE (2013) expresses a similar view held by the UK and other governments.
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legitimate and possibly increasing role in spectrum allocation but has limited applicability. Thus, as illustrated in Table 4, the future regulatory efficiency frontier is characterized by both, unassigned spectrum as a commons and fully tradable spectrum
ownership/licenses, each for a different part of the spectrum. Again, there may be
large international differences, depending on level of economic activity and on population density. Eventually, the bands for “unlicensed” spectrum may also be assigned
in a combinatorial clock auction, where the new “license” holders will generate revenues from appliance makers. Thus, auctions will be used both for assigning
licenses and for repurposing of spectrum. The property of being unlicensed would
then emerge from private commons. Regulation will be limited to running auctions,
facilitating repurposing and acting as an arbitrator between contending issues, such as
interference. There will be gradually more and more liberalization, leading to a better
allocation and less market power issues.
2.5 Universal service
2.5.1 The problem and its current handling
2.5.1.1 Narrow interpretation of universal service
Traditionally, universal service has meant the provision of basic telecommunication
services to all residents of a country at reasonable charges (PARSONS and BIXBY
2010).70 Universal service policies particularly concern connectivity of the poor and
high-cost areas to traditional networks. The traditional universal service policies include cross subsidies and direct subsidies to users and/or networks in order to achieve
100% telephone penetration. Like the “security of energy supply”, “universal service”
is a political catchword in the name of which many inefficient policies have been
implemented. In the U.S. in particular, universal service has been used as the main
argument for promoting cross subsidies that both enhanced and prevented competition
against the entrenched AT&T monopoly. They enhanced competition for the long-distance services that subsidized local services and they prevented competition for the
latter. For a long time universal service policies were in the interest of (the old)
AT&T and the recipients of cross subsidies but allegedly did not increase telephone
penetration, which was enhanced by technical progress and competition (MUELLER
1997).
What is the economic basis for a universal service policy? There are four justifications. First and most traditional has been that of network externalities generated by
additional subscribers, whose WtP for subscriptions is less than the price of subscriptions but whose benefits to others would more than compensate for the gap.71 How–––––––––––––
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This definition contrasts with MUELLER’s (1997) observation that historically “universal service” in the U.S. has meant a unified telephone network. Mueller’s definition would be
more closely related to interconnection than to our current view of universal service.
For a skeptical view on externalities as a justification for universal service policies see
BARNETT and KASERMAN (1998).
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ever, that argument only holds for marginal subscribers and does not justify price
distortions for all subscribers. Since network externalities decline as penetration
approaches 100%, costly universal service policies based on the network externality
argument lose their justification at high levels of penetration.72 A move from telephony to broadband (and NGA) as the universal service target, however, makes a lot
of sense under the network externality objective (RIORDAN 2002). A second related
rationale concerns productivity and spill-over effects to other economic activities and
the economy in general (RÖLLER and WAVERMAN 2001, CZERNICH et al. 2011).
Third, there is an argument for political participation made possible by universal connection of all citizens and for participation in the social and political interactions of
the community. Complementing the first three demand-related justifications is a costrelated justification based on economies of scale. Additional subscribers lower the
average costs of subscription and thereby benefit all subscribers. They should be
added if their WtP exceeds the incremental costs of their subscriptions rather than the
average costs. This argument is stronger for adding additional subscribers in a given
area rather than adding additional low-density areas (RIORDAN 2002). All four justifications have to be weighed against the effects of price distortions (including those
caused by raising direct subsidies) necessary to gain the benefits. In fact, sometimes
the distortions directly cancel out the benefits via the effects of cross elasticities.
Thus, higher calling prices made necessary by reduced subscription charges may lead
to a lower number of subscribers (HAUSMAN et al. 1993 and WOLAK 1996).
The declared aim of U.S. universal service policy has always been high penetration throughout the country. The means of achieving high penetration included cross
subsidization through interstate access charges and business rates and, more recently,
explicit subsidies raised as surcharges on telephony. The main subsidy flow today
occurs from high-density states to low density states and, within states, from highdensity to low-density areas. This policy has become very costly, and it includes substantial amounts of redistribution. The policy is administratively cumbersome and is
likely to delay and distort competition.
After the introduction of competition, the rebalancing of cross-subsidized telephone
charges proved to be harder and a greater issue in the U.S. than in EU (CHERRY and
BAUER 2002).73 This may be due to the larger discrepancy in population densities
between regions and the more heterogeneous population in the U.S. Until now fixed
termination charges vary strongly between inter-state and intra-state jurisdictions. Intra-state (state PUC jurisdiction) charges are much higher than inter-state and can be
up to 12 cents per minute. Such intra-state termination charges are used as subsidies
for rural telecommunications. The large termination charge differences have been
sustainable because of the requirement for geographically averaged retail charges. In
contrast, rebalancing of end-user prices implies that subsidies for maintaining univer–––––––––––––
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There is, however, little empirical evidence on the size of network externalities (RIORDAN
2002).
However, as early as 1996–2002 the U.S. has successfully made efforts of rebalancing in
order to accommodate competition (ROSSTON, SAVAGE and WIMMER 2013).
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sal service policies have to be made explicit. A new U.S. policy on termination
charges was started in 2011 as part of the federal policy of gradually moving all,
federal and state, termination charges to B&K over a lengthy time period ending in
2019. This policy shows the interdependence between different policy areas and is
linked to compensation payments to rural carriers (for giving up excessive termination charges) via a universal service fund (USF). Before the new rules were issued,
small rural carriers on average received only 30% of their revenues from end-user,
but 35% from termination charges and 35% from the USF (KWEREL, LAFONTAINE
and SCHWARTZ 2012).
Newer U.S. universal service policy puts additional emphasis on education and
healthcare, on modern technology (and global competitiveness) and on direct universal service subsidies rather than cross subsidization. While these subsidies are still
funded by surcharges on other telecommunications services, they are at least compatible with competition. Interestingly, they may fall heavily on the rural users they are
supposed to benefit (Turner, 2006), and that may limit their effect on increasing penetration. In addition the U.S. comparatively low broadband penetration can be explained by its high poverty rate (TURNER 2006).
In contrast to the U.S., with the exception of some funding mechanisms in France
and Italy, the EU has little to show under the narrow interpretation of universal service policies. European universal service policies are usually much weaker and, as a
result, potentially less distorting. In particular, in contrast to the U.S., the European
policies have not stood in the way of rebalancing of end-user prices. While European
countries generally have geographically uniform rates within each country, the U.S.
has local service prices that often geographically vary inversely with costs (ROSSTON
and WIMMER 2001).
2.5.1.2 Broad interpretation of universal service
In the last few years, countries have introduced new policies aimed at increasing
the desired penetration of advanced broadband services. While these are not officially
billed as universal service policies, they fulfill exactly the same function. In contrast,
the ubiquity of mobile telephone access around the world has obviated most traditional universal service policies. Today, many countries have plans in place to increase the footprint of broadband and NGA networks, in particular Australia and
New Zealand (GIVEN 2010). The tools to do so include subsidies for the build-out,
regulatory relief and regulatory holidays. A prime example is the EU Digital Agenda
for Europe.
In the U.S. the FCC has issued plans on broadband build-out but has not implemented more than its wholesale access deregulation and the auctioning and repurposing of spectrum that could be used for 4G. At the state and municipal level there is a
state-by-state fight over the ability of cities to build their own FTTH networks. As a
result, few cities have actually built NGA networks, some to them helped by Google.
For a limited time, there have also been federal investment subsidies from economic
stimulus programs.
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2.5.1.3 Conclusions on current universal service policies
Stage 1 of universal service policies can be characterized as concentrating on cross
subsidies and subsidies aimed at increasing telephone penetration for the poor and
rural areas. Stage 2 policies concentrate on direct subsidies and include mobile
services (U.S.) and broadband.74 They also include geographic wholesale price differentiation. Under the broad interpretation of universal service fall policies with state
financing of NGA networks. Overall, in this policy area the U.S. does not exhibit the
same level of planning and determination as the European digital agenda.
2.5.2 Theoretical and empirical literature about universal service policies
The traditional cross subsidization policy of universal service should have been
dead at least since the arrival of competition (which it accelerated if not initiated).
The qualification “at least” applies, because a case can be made that it hardly ever
led to an increase in telephone penetration. RIORDAN (2002) in his survey of the empirical literature concludes that there has been some small increasing effect on telephone penetration in rural areas and among the poor but that it came at a high price
by taxing services with higher demand elasticities.75 More subtle forms of intentional
cross subsidization survive in the form of uniform pricing and coverage constraints.
VALLETTI, HOERNIG AND BARROS (2002) show that such constraints can have unintended effects. In particular, uniform pricing tends to lower coverage. This is essentially the same issue addressed in Section 2.2.2.7 above on geographic differentiation
of wholesale access charges.
RIORDAN (2002) doubts that most of the claimed cross subsidizations from the
U.S. universal service policies actually satisfy the FAULHABER (1975) tests (that
rarely find cross subsidies). In particular, there is no rigorous showing that long-distance services have subsidized local exchange services. His suggestions for improved
policies include third degree price discrimination for both subscriptions and usage in
favor of poor households. He is more sanguine about price discrimination in favor of
rural areas because of the higher connection costs there. He also favors optional tariffs as a policy tool. In my view, such pricing may actually materialize under competition without universal service policies (as shown by the vast proliferation of mobile
telephony in developing countries).
The tension between competition and universal service as policy goals can be
bridged by switching to direct subsidies as policies but those naturally reveal the policy costs. OĞUZ (2013) argues that the literature has a good handle on the costs of
universal service policies but little on the benefits. As a result, benefits are discussed
in political and social frameworks, leading to a prevalence of non-economic considerations in the debate on the need for universal service.
–––––––––––––

74

75

In Europe, full mobile coverage is usually assured through build-out requirements stipulated
in spectrum licenses.
See also HAUGE, JAMISON and JEWELL (2008), who show that participation in programs for
the poor has been spotty.
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Broad universal service policies are either directly part of the four policies discussed above in section 2.1-2.4 or they relate to public sector financing or provision
of telecommunications services. Related to the latter policies HAUGE, JAMISON and
GENTRY (2008) compare the types of markets that municipally owned telecommunications providers in the United States serve to the types of markets that competitive
local exchange carriers (CLECs) serve. They find that CLECs focus on potential profitability while municipalities appear to respond to other factors, such as political considerations or the desire to provide competition to incumbents. As a result, municipal
providers tend to serve markets that CLECs do not and therefore the presence of a
municipal provider in a market does not affect the probability that a CLEC also
serves that market. Their results suggest municipalities may not pose a significant
competitive threat to CLECs and do not preclude CLEC participation but their work
does not extend to the investment incentives of incumbents. FORD (2007) (cited in
KRÄMER and SCHNURR (2013)) gets broadly similar results on municipal electric utilities that have economies of scope with broadband deployment. A further positive
assessment of municipal utility investment is given by GILLETT, LEHR and OSORIO
(2006), while TROULOS and MAGLARIS (2011) additionally emphasize the role of municipal initiatives on stimulating NGA demand in rural areas. KRÄMER and SCHNURR
(2013) make a strong case for mandated open access to government-financed networks as stipulated by the European State Aid Guidelines.
State ownership is known to have certain advantages and disadvantages over private ownership. In particular, state ownership tends to result in lower prices for consumers but fails to innovate and to minimize costs (SHLEIFER 1998). Public provision
of telecommunications networks appears best at the civil infrastructure level because
of economies of scope with municipal networks (KRÄMER and SCHNURR 2013). A
case in point may be the NGA investments in Switzerland by municipal electric utilities.76
2.5.3 New technical and market developments
The switch from landline phones to cellular as the dominant subscription mode
changed the nature of universal service policies. For fixed networks the main cost is in
connectivity, while for mobile networks the main cost is in usage. As a result connection of individuals to networks has become less important than the penetration of highcost areas by networks. For example, the U.S. has now turned to (reverse) auctions as
an allocation method for universal service subsidies for increasing mobile coverage.
The Mobility Fund Phase I (reverse) auction in September 2012 allocated subsidies to
–––––––––––––

76

In my view, in cities like Zurich Swisscom saw itself at a cost disadvantage vis-a-vis the
municipal electric utilities and was afraid of duplicative investments. So, the cooperative
model looked more attractive. The municipals also liked the cooperative model because of
the lower financing requirements and because they lacked the market presence of Swisscom
and were therefore dependent on access seekers. So, here we have a case with comparative
advantages for cooperation and for public provision.
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mobile carriers in remote areas based on cost-effectiveness measures (WALLSTEN
2012). Difficulties in generating participation caused by the remoteness were overcome by simultaneously awarding multiple areas that competed against a fixed total
dollar amount (only 300 million $). Because bidders bid in a discriminatory auction
against bidders in other areas, it did not matter that 97% of the areas received only a
single bid. As an innovative auction feature, road-miles were used as the measuring
rod for subsidies. The FCC first identified biddable roads, only a fraction of which
were awarded portions of the limited total subsidy of $300 million. Because of the
skewed bidding distribution very high-cost areas received no subsidies.
NGA and the high mobile penetration imply a shift in emphasis of the universal
service policy objectives from telephone connectivity to broadband. At this time, broadband connectivity certainly carries network externalities and spill-over effects for the
economy as a whole (CZERNICH et al. 2011).77 This should, however, hardly be a longrun policy issue, because of enough available radio spectrum in rural areas so that rural
areas can be supplied with wireless broadband at reasonable costs. Thus, mobile broadband may make universal service policies superfluous both for telephony and for NGA.
2.5.4 Application of literature to new developments
The efficiency frontier for universal service policies clearly depends on the success
in the four other policy areas. Will efficient policies in policy areas 1-4 give enough
(from a political perspective) access to rural areas and the poor? If not, is there a market failure and therefore a reason for subsidies? Table 5 provides tentative answers.
Table 5: Efficient policies for universal service
Stage 1: Telephone

Stage 2: Mobile and
broadband

Stage 3: NGA

High Density Areas Subsidies for mobile
and broadband access
of the poor

Subsidies for broadband access of the
poor; geographic
wholesale price differentiation, state financing of NGA networks

Subsidies for broadband access of the
poor? Voluntary 2nd
and 3rd degree price
discrimination

Low Density Areas

Subsidies for broadband access of the
poor; subsidies for
NGA build-out or
public NGA build-out;
geographic wholesale
price differentiation,
state financing of
broadband networks

Subsidies for broadband access of the
poor?
Voluntary 2nd and 3rd
degree price discrimination

Subsidies for mobile
and broadband access
of the poor; subsidies
for mobile and broadband build-out

–––––––––––––

77

These results may or may not carry over to NGA networks.
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At Stage 3, subsidies, -if any-, will only be justified for the poor or in high-cost
areas. Their efficiency is doubtful (and wasteful) even here because of the availability
of mobile broadband with less spectrum restrictions in high-cost landline areas and
because of the tendency of networks to offer optional and discriminatory tariffs.
2.6. Interaction of the policy areas
Termination monopoly, wholesale bottleneck access, net neutrality, spectrum
access and universal service interact in various ways that may influence the efficiency
frontier for each one of them. Unfortunately, the literature contains little about these
interactions. One exception in the net neutrality context is that the termination monopoly may again act as a collusion device, as ISPs negotiate over QoS and pricing,
thus potentially increasing the net neutrality problem (CHOI, JEON and KIM 2013).78
As a second exception BOURREAU and LESTAGE (2013) show that the relationship
between wholesale access regulation and net neutrality is quite complicated. They
consider net neutrality violation of the no-price rule for CSPs and show that wholesale access prices and charges to CSPs may reinforce or compensate each other, depending on parameter values. Thus, higher wholesale access charges can lead to
either higher or lower termination charges for CSPs.
Without further direct guidance from the literature the following three tables
capture conjectured interactions between the five policy areas. Tables 6 and 7 describe interactions between the two policies spectrum management and universal service with each other and with all the other policies. These two policies have the
strongest interactions. In contrast, the other three policies interact less and are therefore captured in Table 8.
Table 6 brings out that spectrum management has developed into the key policy
that will continue to hold its place and will facilitate both the further development of
the telecommunications sector and the move towards deregulation of termination, of
one-way access and of universal service. However, while spectrum prices under these
new institutional developments will better reflect the underlying scarcity of spectrum
and while more spectrum will become available, the new demands posed by the
expansion of the sector may lead to greater scarcity that may limit the competitive
effects that 4G will have on fixed network technologies, “particularly as growing
demand for wireless broadband will (for mere technical reasons) dramatically decrease (cubicly) the individually available bandwidth. This is much less the case for
fixed networks”.79 For example, currently data caps are often imposed on mobile
broadband, possibly making mobile broadband a complement rather than a substitute
for fixed broadband. Increased spectrum scarcity may therefore negatively affect the
efficiency of deregulating, for example, one-way wholesale access.
–––––––––––––

78

79

MANENTI and SCIALÀ (2013) model a somewhat similar relationship between reciprocal
termination and one-way access policy, showing that the collusive outcome of reciprocal
termination can induce excessive entry.
Jan Krämer in written communication.
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Table 6: Interaction between spectrum management and the other four policies
Termination monopoly B&K increases mobile usage, requiring more spectrum availability.
More spectrum access reduces termination problem by reducing
termination costs and increasing capacity available for B&K. CBC
(if done right) balances spectrum needs with spectrum availability.
One-way access

NGA build-out has ambiguous effects on spectrum demand: NGA is
substitute for 4G but will enhance the creation of high-speed applications that also run on 4G. More spectrum availability increases
alternatives to fixed network NGAs, potentially making one-way
access regulation superfluous.

Net neutrality

Net neutrality violations can reduce capacity needs of mobile
networks and therefore their demand for spectrum. More spectrum
access increases ISP competition, potentially increasing incidence but
reducing effects of net neutrality violations. More spectrum availability reduces mobile network capacity limitations, facilitating network
management without net neutrality violations.

Universal service

Universal service via subsidizing mobile services will increase spectrum demand. However, this will mostly be in rural areas, where
spectrum is less scarce. More spectrum access lowers costs of telecom
services helping universal access; specific spectrum policies for rural
areas are helpful.

While universal service has a history of interfering with the other policies, this
tendency should subside in the future along with universal service policies themselves. Also, as Table 7 shows, only spectrum policy is unambiguously helping the
universal service objectives. For all other policies there is a tradeoff between coverage and price level. This creates a potential tension for regulators, whose policy objectives in legal charters almost always sound like a definition of universal service
extended to all telecommunications and communications services.
Table 7: Interaction between universal service and the other four policies
Termination monopoly A move to B&K and/or CBC may increase subscription charges and
lower call charges with ambivalent effects on universal access. Initially, universal service policies increased termination charges in the U.
S. Now there is a gradual retreat from that policy.
One-way access

Soft one-way access policy is likely to lead to NGA build-out, but
end-user charges may be high (tradeoff between coverage and affordability), which may interfere with universal service. Differentiated
one-way access policies at Stage 3 (including deregulation) may increase coverage, thereby helping rural penetration, but may lead to
higher prices in rural areas, thereby reducing take-up, in particular by
the poor. High-density areas will benefit from lower prices. Universal
service subsidies increase investible funds of network providers.
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Net neutrality

Net neutrality violations may increase network investments but enduser charges may be high (tradeoff between coverage and affordability), which may interfere with universal service. Publicly built and/or
subsidized networks are likely to be open access, preventing net neutrality violations. Universal service policy may require minimum
QoS, which would remedy net neutrality violations.

Spectrum management More spectrum availability increases coverage and reduces prices for
telecom services, reducing the need for universal service policies.
Subsidized fixed NGA build-out may relieve strain on spectrum, but
the effect can be ambivalent if NGA build-out pushes new applications that also work on 4G.

Table 8 shows some ambivalent interactions between termination and one-way
access on the one hand and net neutrality on the other. Here the price-increasing
effects of net neutrality violations have to be traded off against the investment-increasing effects.
Table 8: Interactions between termination monopoly, one-way access,
and net neutrality
Termination monopoly

One-way access

Net neutrality

Termination
monopoly

N.A.

Unregulated termination
can lead to collusion between networks, thus potentially interfering with
competition created by
one-way access policies.

B&K can lead to higher capacity utilization,
potentially inducing
network management
techniques that violate
net neutrality. Shutdown of copper access
in Stage 3 may shift
termination issue to
net neutrality.

One-way
access

One-way access creates
N.A.
competition leading to
competitive bottlenecks,
which may deteriorate termination monopoly problem. One-way access has
made long-distance carriers
fade away, which lowers
resistance of networks
against B&K.

Increased competition
resulting from oneway access may increase incidence but
lower the effects of net
neutrality violations.
One-way access may
reemphasize or interfere with the no price
rule (BOURREAU and
LESTAGE 2013).
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Net
neutrality

Termination monopoly

One-way access

Priority service implementation may lead to collusion
on call termination (CHOI,
JEON and KIM 2013),
which could justify continued termination regulation.
Priority service pricing and
network management techniques can reduce or postpone investment
requirements.

Net neutrality violation
N.A.
may reduce network
competition, which could
increase investment
incentives (one detrimental and one beneficial
effect). Priority service
could increase or
decrease investments in
more capacity.
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Net neutrality

3. Determinants of the end game
The question mark in the title of this survey results both from unresolved issues in
the theoretical and empirical literature and to uncertainties about technical and market
developments. One main result has been that deregulation will become likely for oneway access and universal service, with some exceptions. These exceptions include
one-way access regulation in certain regions and some universal service policies in
remote areas and for the poor. Termination will move to B&K with a duty to interconnect. In addition some (symmetric) regulation may persist for net neutrality in the
form of transparency requirements, (quasi-) common carrier obligations and minimum
quality standards. Also, spectrum management, while moving towards full-blown
ownership rights will continue to see regulators providing zoning and rezoning services, in particular for unlicensed spectrum. All these assessments are premised on
the success of making enough additional spectrum as the key resource available,
something that is by no means assured. They are also premised on an absence of a
killer technology like P2P FTTH that potentially dominates all other technologies.
Rather, we assumed that NGA would take the form of DOCSIS 3.0 and GPON
FTTH, which compete with each other at eye level (or that P2P FTTH will be offered
cooperatively).80 Even with a dominant new technology there may be enough room
for substitution and therefore competition.
What determines the endgame in telecommunications policy? Above, we have
emphasized technical and market developments that influence the regulatory efficiency frontier. In my view, they will ultimately dominate. However, the literature
suggests that institutional and political economy factors have an additional and, in
particular, mostly slowing effect on policy changes.81 To the extent that these delay–––––––––––––

80
81

For competition between these technologies, see HOERNIG et al. (2012a).
The literature on the slowing effects of regulation ranges from OWEN and BRAEUTIGAM
(1978) to von WEIZSÄCKER (2013). However, past regulation can force quick regulatory
changes, such as the move of DSL from regulated telecommunications service to unregulated information service in the U.S.
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ing effects reflect the influence of sunk costs they may not be as inefficient as they
otherwise appear. For example, maintaining ULL for some time may be efficient in
light of the (sunk) investments in networks and collocation equipment undertaken
by the participants. Nevertheless, striving for global competitiveness could have an
accelerating effect on countries and regulators, potentially counteracting other political influences to the contrary. It could, however, also lead to inefficient investment
subsidies.
Since some successful reforms have been associated with deregulation, one might
be tempted to suggest deregulation as a solution to reform problems or as a way to
avoid such problems altogether.82 In my view, benefits from total deregulation include an obvious simplicity and a lack of mistakes from contradictions in a reform
packet. They also potentially include the commitment power of deregulation. However, the short-term irreversibility is also the greatest danger because total deregulation will only work if competition is either sustainable at the time of deregulation or
if its emergence over time cannot be prevented by the incumbent. In contrast, SAPPINGTON and WEISMAN (2012) suggest erring in favor of earlier rather than later deregulation, because the problems associated with earlier deregulation are deemed
more amenable to self-correction than problems associated with falsely continuing
regulation. The other side of this principle is erring in favor of later rather than earlier
regulation. This could be applied to some of the net neutrality issues, such as the
introduction of priority services. Since net neutrality policies remain in the regulatory
realm a possible move to a single regulator for networks and content may prove advantageous.83 Some countries, such as the U.S. and the UK, already have such an
integrated regulator. There appears to be, however, a major difference in approach to
content regulation between the U.S. and Europe. In the U.S. content regulation is
generally light and restricted to protection of free speech and of children, while Europe takes a more paternalistic approach. As emphasized in Section 2.3 on net neutrality, the increased complexity of multi-sided markets arising from convergence may
require a rethinking of competition policy standards (EVANS and SCHMALENSEE
2013).84 Furthermore, the difficulty of proving violations in view of complex pricing
problems, difficult measurement of price squeezes and potential necessity of ongoing
supervision make regulatory agency expertise desirable for judging anticompetitive
effects. This suggests the use of competition law criteria and in particular an ex post
case-by-case approach by a regulatory agency.
–––––––––––––

82

83

84

YOO (2011) suggests a three-part test for deregulation. First, are there current sufficiently
competitive alternatives? If yes, there should be deregulation. Second, if no, look if competitive alternatives are likely to develop under deregulation and weigh the expected static
efficiency losses against the expected (discounted) gains from that new competition. Third,
weigh in potential institutional advantages of deregulation, such as regulatory failure, regulatory delays and lack of regulatory commitment power.
An issue not specifically addressed in this paper is that of federal vs. state regulation in the
U.S. or EC vs. NRA regulation in the EU.
For an exposition of antitrust issues in network industries see ECONOMIDES (2006).
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The conclusions of this survey have been somewhat tentative not only because of
the inevitable uncertainties surrounding policy predictions but also because of the uneven coverage of the empirical literature. There still is a long way to go towards
“results-based” regulation (MAYO 2013).
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